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Council stalls court appointments
By JIM SMITH
Issue Kdltor
Student Council last night approved Student Body President Bob
Mlchalskl's nominations for Student Court justices, but offered
stiff opposition for ills traffic court
appointees.
Although the body moved through
Mlchalskl's nominees to the higher
court relatively rapidly, they
proved to be an almost Impregnable barrier when the time came
to act on traffic court appointments.
Mlchalskl offered a list of seven
nominees and five alternates for
Council's consideration, but the
body approved only six candidates,
one short of the number needed
to fill the court.
E. B. Rice, junior in the College

CONTEMPLATION
Council President Bob Michalski loans
back and listens as Council debates his appointments to Student
and Traffic Courts. Thirteen of his fourteen choices were approved.

Others appointed

Also approved for appointment to
Student Court were:
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of Liberal Arts, was approved by
the members for reappolntinent
as Chief Justice.
During a brief discussion prior
to his approval, representatives
Mark Kruse and Dan Warfleldlauded Rice as one of the few nominated to the court with experience
and one who offered definite new
ideas. "He really knew what he
talked about," remarked Kruse.
The only opposition was offered
by representative Don Schutte, who
questioned Rice's activities In the
Mlchalskl presidential campaign.
However, most Council members
felt he should not be discredited
for his work.

—David W. Olson, junior In the
College of I lberal Arts.
—Lynda 1 It el, sophomore In the
College of 1 lberal Arts.
--Robert J. Harper, sophomore
In the College of I lberal Arts.
—Cralg Pickering, sophomore In
the College of Business Admlnls
(ration.
—Gene Bell, junior In the College of Business Administration.
—Frank Plttmin, sophomore In
the College of Business Administration.
Approved as chief Justice of
Traffic Court was Dick Raeon,
a junior in the College of Liberal
Arts.
Also approved for appointment to
Traffic Court were:
—John Rlccardl, freshman In the
College of Education.
—David N. Arnold, sopV>more in
the College of Education.
—Edward Ogletree, freshman In
t le College of Education.
—Sue Mason, freshman In the
College of Liberal A.-ts.
—Tom Carton, junior In the
College of liberal Arts.
Of those approved Miss Mason
and Carton were alternates.
As the list of nominees and alternates was exhausted before Hi ■
seats on Traffic Court were filled,
Mlchalskl said that he would review
41 the defeated candidates as well
Is the alternates for Student Court
id present CouncU with a revised
list of recommendations at the next
ipeetlng.
Harsh words

Volume 53. Numb*. 106

Before the voting took place, the
Council head had strong words for
members who did not attend the
committee hearings on the candl« . dates for judicial appointment earlier In the week. In the President's
report Mlchalskl complained that
only six members showed up at
the hearings which were designed
to screen the various candidates,
to pay the difference of the absent lie termed the hearings "very Imresident."
portant" and asked members how
Thus, the whole Greenview prob- they were going to base their
lem rests on tlie management fal* - Judgment as (o the best qualified
lng to alleviate maintenance prob- candidates.
lems quickly enough and upon resiDuring the voting on Traffic
dents falling to understand, or even Court candidates, In which there
read, their housing contracts.
were a considerable number of ab"With the management planning stentions, he renewed his comto do Its share, It Is now up to plaints; charging that council
the students to realize their respon- members were uninformed about
sibilities for living off-campus and the nominees, and therefore unable
to understand their contracts," to cast a conscientious vote In
Kutkowskl said.
either direction.

Greenview troubles aired in 3-way talks

By BU.L HRDNEK
Staff Reporter
The problems facing the residents of Greenview apartments
seem to have come to a close after a meeting of students and university officials with the Greenview management and owners. The
possibility of an off-campus residential housing council was also
discussed.
Dale Kutkowskl, chairman of the
Student
Housing Office; Greg
Thatch, vice president of Rules
and Regulations; Edward H. Ward,
assistant to the vice president of
Student Affairs; Robert Rudd,
director of residential services;
Rev. Loyal Bishop, pastor of St.
Mark's Lutheran Church; David
Mlsch, manager of Greenview; and
VI r. Baker, Baker and Homier Development Corp. Greenview owners; and members of .the student
housing office met for 2 and onehalf hours yesterday to discuss
the resident's grievances.
Rudd gave several suggestions
at the meeting concerning the basic
problems that Greenview residents
were facing. "But, it was the lack
of communication between residents and the manager and students
falling to realize their responsibilities of living at Greenview that
were the main causes of the grievances," said Kutkowskl.

The owners and management agreed that many of the grievances
were legitimate. Many concerned
the failure to quickly repair broken - down appliances.
Many of these complaints were
also do to the Insufficient number
of maintenance m?-n, but Mlsch
has employed another maintenance
man to aid In the repair work.
"It this new man isn't enough to
bring about faster repair work the
management will add extra men,"
Kutkowskl stated.
The most fundamental progress
made at the meeting Is the possible
set-up of an off-campus
residential housing council. "We
are viewing the possibility of setting up a council," said Rutkowski,
"that would consist of a member
of the University as a mediator,
a representative of the ownership
of some off-campus housing facility and a member of the student
housing office."
Rutkowski continued saying,
"This council would enable any
off-campus resident, who has some
complaints regarding his place of
residence, to come and discuss his
problems with the council. In turn,
the council would look into the
grievances and try to solve them."
Baker and Rudd endorsed the
possibility of setting up this council as one of the best means to

Student meets death
in N. Carolina riots
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP) - A
state of emergency was declared
In Greensboro Thursday and North
Carolina A & T University was ordered closed after a night of violence during which a Negro student
was killed as police and snipers exchanged gunfire.
The victim was WiUle James
Grimes, 20, of nearby Wlntervllle
Guilford County Coroner Dr. Allen
R. Goggeshall said Grimes was
struck In the back of the head
by a small-caliber bullet In Scott
Dormitory at the predominately Negro University.
Dr. Lewis C. Dowly, president
of the university, announced the indefinite suspension of all classes.
Dowdy said dorm.'tory and
dining halls would be closed effective at 6 p.m. Friday and he urged

all students to make Immediate
preparations to leave the campus.
He said all school activities are
being suspended except the baccalaureate - commencement convocation which will be held as scheduled June 1.
The shootings at the University
began Wednesday night after
police has used tear gas to disperse
unruly crowds of pupils at predominantly Negro James B. Dudley
High School. Dudley pupUshadprotested conduct of a recent class
election.
About 200 National Guardsmen
were In the city Thursday, along
with local and county officers and
state highway patrolmen. Some
guardsmen were at the University,
some at Dudley and others remained on standby at the armory.

hear and solve off-campus housing
complaints.
But, the off - campus housing
problems aren't only attributed to
the owners and the management
of these facilities. "Most students
don't read their housing contracts,
and some even throw them away,"
said Rutkowski.
He also said that "students fall
to realize that In a four man apartment, If one student moves out they
are responsible to find another one.
If they don't, then they will have

Carpenter succeeds
Rogers in Library post
Dr. Richard C. Carpenter has
been named acting director of ths
Bowling Green State University Library, President
William
T.
Jerome III has announced. The
appointmen' is effective July 1.
He succeeds Dr. A. Robert Rogers who resigned the directorship to
take a position on the Kent State
University faculty.
Dr. Carpenter, who joined the
Bowling Green English department
staff in 1953, has been actively
Involved with the $4.5 million library since Its beginning. He was
chairman of the Library Advisory
Committee, which planned the transition from ihe old library to the
new, and assisted with the planning
for last year's dedication of the
library.

Dr. Richard Carpenter

A native of New England, Dr. Carpenter Is a 1938 Tufts College graduate and earned his masters and
doctoral degrees at Boston Unlvesity. Prior to coming to Bowling Green, he was an assistant
professor at Boston College for
six years.
A scholar of English and American novelists, he Is the author of
numieous books and articles. He
Is a frequent contributor to the
Journal of Popular Culture, published by Bowling Green's Center
for the study of Popular Culture,
and In 1967 co-edited a collection
of major essays entitled "The Examined Life."
Dr. Carpenter Is a specialist
on the life and works of Thomas
Hardy and wrote the Bantam Book
Introduction to Hardy's "Far From
the Maddening Crowd," best seller
th.ii w is recently make Into a movie.
In 1965, he published a book about
the English novelist.
Active in University affairs, Dr.
Carpenter Is a past president of
the campus chapter of the American
Association of University Professors, chaired a committee which
prepared a report on the longrange needs for teaching and research personnel at the University,
anl Is currently serving as Bowling
Green's representative to the Faculty Advisory Committee to the
Ohio Board of Regents.
This summer. Dr. Carpenter will
be a member of the President's
Commission to Study the Mission
of the University, which win publish an ln-depth study of the role
of the University In onr technological society.

Petition withdrawn

In earlier Council action, a nv >ttlon made by representative Rich
Schager to postpone the circulation
of petitions called for in Student
Council bills No. 2 and 4 was
passed.
Bill No. 2 required that a referendum, or some other similar procedure, be held to ascertain student support of a list of student
rights. The findings were to determine the responsibilities Council
would take next year. Earlier this
week CouncU decided to take the
sampling by petition.
Bill No. 4 called for a petition
to be circulated among the student
body to solicit support for its
Position Paper on Judicial Pro
cess anl Appeal, and condemnation
of President Wlllllam T.Jerome's
suspension of Ronald Nye and David Drumrlght. Ny and Drumright were suspended after a grand
Jury indictment on a narcotics
charge.
"This is not rescinding the positions taken by the bills," said
Schager, "but only postponing the
referendum or petitions until this
fall."
The only bill passed last night
was a resolution establishing a
commission "to analyze and suggest improvements In campus electlons." The commission is to
present a report to the first meeting of Council In the fall quarter.
In a surprising move to some,
Mlchalskl reappolnted Warfleld
and Mary Blitz to head the University Code Revision Committee
verslty Code Revision Committee.
After last week's meeting It appeared that Mlchalskl may have
had someone else in mind.
Before the voting for approval
tookplace, Warfleld said be wanted
to make it clear that "If you vote
for us, yon are voting for our own
ideas behind this code."
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editorial
Can't be proud
President Nixon has taken the first step in fulfilling his promise to appoint conservatives on criminal law to the Supreme
Court.
Judge Burger, named to replace Chief Justice Earl Warren, has
been proudly described a "law-and-order-judge." Why anyone
should be proud of this is baffling.
The high court's vole in important criminal cases has been
close, and the presence of Burger, plus a second conservative
replacement for Justice Fortas yet to be named, can be expected to swing the court into a complete about-face.
And no concerned American can be "proud" of that.
Although it is true that the work of lawyers, judges and police
have been severely complicated with many of the liberal criminal
case decisions made by the Warren court, but they most certainly
have not been hamstrung.
It is the purpose of the Supreme Court to check the other branches of the government to insure the people of their constitutional rights. It is not to make the job easier for those who prosecute suspected criminals.
In making the appointment, Nixon said respect for law is "the
most priceless asset a free people can have." But he is wrong.
The most priceless asset of a free peoples is freedom itself—
including freedom from oppression.

Musical break-through
The first Bowling Green pop music festival was a smashing
sun ess -- about 2,500 students were in attendance at different
times during the six-hour program.
Scott KMI in,i and Jack Lautermilch did a fantastic job in organizing the entire effort, getting five bands to perform, providing
for a light show, and giving students the opportunity to groove to
the kind of music that is the most popular among our generation.
The students are to be congratulated and thanked for supporting such an ambitious program, a program that could very easily
have flopped.
Any profits made from the show will go into a fund from which
students will be able to work next year to put on an even bigger
and better show.
All that IE needed is students who urc willing to work as hard
as Kutina and Lautermilch did on this one — students who are
committed to the ideu of providing meaningful entertainment
where before there was a void.
The Union Activities Organization should take a hint from
this successful program and begin pulling uway from the traditional Celebrity Series concept in which entertainers are brought
in who do not uppeal to the student body.
Anyone connected with Wednesday night's show should be
rightfully proud that they were able to make this fantastic breakthrough. Continued student support for this type of progrum will
enable the University to catch up with the times inentertainment.

•x

The ten points explained
By SCOTT KUTINA
Student Columnist
America has now reached the point In Its history
where Its technology and Its Industry are overproducing by some 30% of its needs, yet at the same
time some 30 to 40 million of Its people are starving
and living In poverty.
Obviously there is something wrong with a government and an economy that allows this to happen to
Its people. It has failed them In every way, so a new
way of life Is needed to replace that which has failed.
The 10-polnt program f the White Panther Party
recognizes this fact, and Its aim is to rectify the
situation. Most of the criticisms that have been
leveled at It are valid, if one looks at them from the
present economic position of corporate capitalism.
But If one looks at it from a purely revolutionary
viewpoint, with the thought In mind that the present
day soclo-polltlco-economlc system must be replaced, It mixes sense.
1. Full endorsement of the Black Panther Party's
10-polnt program
This means total endorsement and a full personal
committment to the black liberation movement, no',
just a moral one. For Instance, over 100 White
Panthers Joined with over 500 Black Panthers In a
"Free Huey" demonstration In front of the Detroit
Federal Building this past May Day, and In the Berkeley, California City Council elections recently, a Black
Panther and a White Panther ran together on their
respective party's 10-polnt programs.
2. Total assault on the culture by any means necessary, Including rock and roll, dope, and balling In
the streets.
Ours Is a cultural revolution. The Black Community
Is oppressed In a very real manner. They are occupied by the armies of the pigs of the power structure.
The police are a very real theat to the Black Community.
Their revolution Is a real one. Ours Is cultural
because our oppression Is only abstract, at the present time. The pigs do not yet oppress the youth
as a whole like they do the Blacks.
3. Free exchange of energy and materials—we demind the end of money!
4. Free food, clothes, housing, dope, music, todies,
medical care--everything free for everybody.
5. Free access to the Information media--free the
technology from the greed creeps!
Our technology Is one of the most advanced In the
world, and If It were allowed to advance unchecked,
without the restraints that have been put on it by the
leaders of Industry and government, we could have
a totally automated economy by the end of this century.
This would eliminate the need for any one to work,
and the need for money would be eliminated also.
Man would then be free to pursue more creative and
cultural activities, Instead of the destructlvj ones
that they follow today.
6. Free time and space for all humans—dissolve
all unnatural boundries.

The glorious revolution

By ROGER SCHM'DT
Guest Columnist
I am going to write slowly and
distinctly so those who read me
most avidly and profess the most
ardent hatred for my writing will
be able to perhaps use one-fiftieth of their feeble brains, fold
thair heads like true patriots,

and lncongrously slip away.
The "glorious revolution" Is
not coming—It is here! Ah yes,
my enemies (what a disgusting
word), that long-awaited test of
your humanlty--freedom--lshere.
As always, It will be explained
that, through the graclousness of
the state and the sacrifice of your
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forbears, you are FREE to do
anything (small print—within limits). Be sure to reread the contract.
Once again, the narrow-minded
and the tuanel-vlsioned will reign
supreme. As in a bureaucracy,the
man who Is least capable to survive on his own shall recleve
the fruits of the labor of those
who are most able to survive on
their own. What may be Interesting from fhe viewpoint of real
human beings is how this "new
freedom" is going to be packaged,
sold and, of course, bought.
Wave your rag-flag, Mr, America. Flex your bombs, rattle
your skull (tiny though it may be)
anl try to tickle my fancy. And
then, look again at two film segments:
one, the first capture
scene In Planet of th» Apes; two,
the first capture scene. Chicago.
1968.
'
Living in this primitive, backward society Is most difficult when
its ignorant Inhabitants would
rather break mirrors or change
images (for example, establishment condemnation of their own
Walker reporO than dance. Are
we in for seven years bad luck,
he said.
Well, three meals a
day ain't bad, she said.
I dldi.'t want to hurt both of
their deep feelings so I
lust
thought, how many ways are
there to be hungry?
Say, Is anybody out there ll»tentrtg? '
"■ • -»

Once total automation Is achieved In this country,
It would be Just a matter of time before It would be
world-wide. The need for Individual nations would
die, and a world government could then exist.
Greed, the main reason for war, would be gone.
For with an unlimited technology and a means of
distribution for unlimited groups for all the people,
there would be no reason for people to covet other
people's goods and services.
7. Free all schools and structures from corporate
rule--turn the buildings over to the people!
In order for this to come about, corporate capitalism in this country must be destroyed, and Its technology and knowledge must be placed In the control of
the people that It will serve, not the vested Interests
of a minority such as exists today.
8. Free all prisoners everywhere— they are our
brothers!
Most criminals today are products of their social
and economic environment. Admittedly there are a
lot of psychotic murderers In Jail, but these people
should not be there, they should be In mental institutions. The rest of the criminals that are now In
Jail are there for either social or political crimes.
With the elimination of money and the want for
material objects, there will be no need for a man
to rob a gas station to feed or clothe his family.
The political criminals In Jail today are revolutionaries, people that oppose what Is going down in
this country today. Huey P. Newton, Charlie Tabasko,
and Cralg Talllafero are prime examples of political
oppression. They must be set free.
9. Free all soldiers at once—no more conscripted
armies.
With an end of material want for everybody, the
prime motivation for war, greed and avarice, will
be ended, and the need for armies will end.
10. Free the people from their "leaders"—leaders
reek--all power to all the people—freedom means
free everyone.
This means that the power of the government, the
power of the nation, must be turned over to the people
to shape their own destinies. The White Panthers and
the Back Panthers are not leaders in the old sense
of the word.
We are Just pointing the way, and if the people
wish to follow, we will Join them, not lead them. We
do not wish the power to govern them, we wish for
the people to have the power to govern themselves.
This program may seem ambitious and idealistic,
but Is will work. If the program was put into effect
tomorrow, we could quite possibly achieve our goals
by the end of this century.
It probably won't, so now we build a revolutionary
base to crush the power freaks, the pigs of the
corporate power structure, so when the time comes
wa will be ready.
The White Panther Party is a party by the people
and for the people, not just a few who happen to
control 80% of the nation's wealth. Power to the
people. Black power to Black people, white power to
white people, All power to all the people. Freedom
for everyone.

letters to the editor
Says Shelley didn't have the 'facts'
In reply to '.he column written by Tom Shelley which appeared In
the Friday Issue of the BG News, I would like to offer this rebuttal.
1)
Shelly states there are "500,000 men fighting in Viet Nam."
There are now about 125-130 thousand combat troops In Viet Nam.
The rest are only support and/or administrative personnel.
2)
"The abolition of ROTC does not supress the rights of the
individual." Wrong. If the illustrious Mr. Shelly was so concerned
with Individuals' rights, he would have seen that It is also a right,
if not a duty, to serve in the armed forces. A person should be able
to decide whether or not he wishes to serve, and if he does, he should
be able to serve as an officer if he so wishes.
About the only way to become an officer Is through ROTC; the academies and OTS turn
out very limited numbers of officers. If a
person wants to get his bars via ROTC, it is his right as an individual to do so.
3) "ROTC uses the real needs of students, e.g., money to go to
school, fear, of the draft, etc., to manipulate them Into signing up.*
Wrong again. If Mr. Shelly had looked into the facts, he would have
seen that no cadet In the GMC, the first two years of ROTC, receives
any monetary compensation, with the exception of FAG cadets (Financial Assistance Grant) of which there are very few.
He also states that students sign up out of fear of the draft. Come
now, if a student was afraid of the draft, why would he sign up for
ROTC? Cadets In the GMC receive no deferments other than their
2-S student deferments. Juniors and seniors In ROTC are already
members of the Army or Air Force Reserve, so they would not be
worried about the draft anyway.
A student in good standing with the University will remain 2-S uatil
he graduates, so he would gain nothing by Joining ROTC. Also, students
are not "manipulated" Into Joining, they doitout of their own free well.
It Is obvious that Mr. Shelley did not bother to learn the facts before
writing his column. If he did, he might have, trough I doubt It felt
different about writing It.
'..<-.
.......
David ForanAFROTC
243 Compton Hall
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• From Associated Press

■ Compiled by Ken Berzof

Rosario under martial law
ROSARIO, Argentina AP - Tne army took control of Argentina's
second largest city yesterday In the wake of student-police battles
,...,, °ne youth dead and a number of other persons Injured.
Martial law was proclaimed following a wave of student-police clashes
Wednesday night In which a 15-year-old boy w.skilled during an unsuccessful attempt to capture a local radio station.
The youth was the third person to die In less than a week of studentpolice violence which has flared almost dally at every major state
university In the nation.

Cost of living hits record
WASHINGTON AP - The nation's swiftest rise In living costs In 18
years continued In April with another hefty hike of six-tenths of one
per cent, the Labor Department reported Thursday.
The Increase pushed the government's consumer price index to 126.4
meaning It cost $12.64 last month for the same amount of typical pur-'
chases that cost $10 In the 1957-59 period on which the Index Is based.
in the past three months, prices have risen at an anual rate of 7.6
per cent, the steepest rise for a comparable period since 1956. said
| the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Senate begins stamp hearing

:

WASHINGTON AP - Senate hearings on expansion of the federal
food stamp program began yesterday with Sen. Herman E. Talmadge
charging that a billion-dollar Increase proposed by Sen. Goorge S.
McGovern Is "an exercise In futility."
Talmadge, sponsor of a bill for a 50per cent Increase In the program
next year, told the Senate Agriculture Committee his legislation: can
be supported by even an economy-minded Congress."
"To my mind," the Georgia Democrat said in obvious reference to
McGovern's proposal to expand the $340 million program by $1.5 billion.

Jet crashes in Arizona
LAS VEGAS, Nev. AP - An Fill A fighter-bomber crashed while
on a training mission over northern Arizona Thursday, and the Air
Force said both pilots ejected safely.
The controversial swept-wlng jet was on a training mission from
Nellls Air Force Base. It crashed 215 miles east of Las Vegas.

\Sirhan could escape chamber
SACREMENTO, Calif. AP - Legal authorities said Thursday It Is
[possible that Sirhan Bishara Sirhan could escape execution, but uncer| tainty clouds such a prospect.

Kyoto clash injures sixty
KYOTO, Japan AP - Two rival student factions violently clashed at
Kyoto University yesterday, leaving 60 students Injured on both sides.
The fighting occurred In the course of a nationwide campaign by
students to oppose a government-sponsored bill aimed at reinforcing
university administration and management across the nation.
j National police said a total of 35 universities and colleges across the
nation were subjected to violence as the extrem'st students launched
I a nationwide movement to oppose the university bill.

Blacks feel riot effects
DAYTON, Ohio AP - Blacks are beginning to feel the harmful effects
Ithat riots have on their own communities, the Rev. Andrew J. Young,
executive vice president of the Southern Christian LeadershlpConference
[ said Thursday.
He said he hoped President Nixon would end the Vietnam War quickly
I so the President could concentrate on domestic problems. But the Rev.
I Mr. Young said he feared things like the anti-ballistic missile system
| would take funds away from spending for urban problems.

Laird tells of priority change
WASHINGTON AP - Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird Indicated
Thursday the United States Is giving increased priority to preparing
the South Vietnamese for assuming more of the Vietnam fighting If
the Paris peace talks should fail.
At the same time, Laird told a meeting of business and civic leaders
that "while the enemy has been talking peace, he has during recent weeks
been stepping up his offensive military operations."
The tone of Laird's remarks seemed more pessimistic than those by
U. S. Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge who said In Paris that "we think
a basis now exists for productive discussion of the key Issues."

Chief Justice hopeful Burger
would follow constitution strictly
WASHINGTON (AP) While
President Nixon was campaigning
for election last year, he promised
to appoint a chief Justice who believes In "a strict interpretation
of the Supreme Court's role."
By his reputation In legal circles, Warren Earl Burger appears
to meet Nixon's requirements as
a "strict constructlonlst" of the
Constitution. He also appears unlikely to raise objections of Capitol Hill liberals.
Burger, a 62-year-old federal Circuit Court judge here for

Satellite makes
system complete
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. AP —
A new communications satellite
whirled around earth yesterday to
establish the first global commercial telephone-relay satellite network and replace a faulty spacecraft now hovering over the Pacific.
I.au-iched Wednesday night, the
$6.8-mllllon payload-called Intelsat 3-rocketed Into an elliptical
orbit expected to carry It to a
peak altitude of about 22,700 miles.
Today at 10:45 p.m., ground controllers plan to trigger a spacecraft meter to kick the satellite
Into a stationary orbit 22,300 miles
over the Gilbert Islands In the
Pacific.
Trackers confirmed that Intelsat
3 was In transfer orbit about four
hours after launch.
The new satellite was to replace
a similar craft which experienced
electrical problems that require
some ground stations to use 10
times the normal amount of power
to relay signals through It.
The 68-member nation International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium, Intelsat, owner of
the system, planned to shift the
troublesome craft In two to three
weeks over the IndlanOcean, where
there is less telephone and television traffic.
Combined with spacecraft over
the Pacific and Atlantic, that would
complete the first commercial
communications satellite network.

13 years, Is not the activist that
his predecessor, Earl Warren, Is.
And his presence on the high court
may make a difference In Interpreting the rights of criminal suspects and defendants. Some recent cases have been decided by
only 5-4 vote.
Burger should have no difficulty
in accustoming himself to the high
court, however, since the Circuit
Court has experienced most of the
divisions that afflict the nation's
highest court except for the problems of federal-state relations and,
with a few exceptions, civil rights.
He Is considered a liberal on
civil rights. His best known decision In this field Is his ruling
that the Federal Communications
Commission must listen to the complaints of Negroes In the Mississippi community served by a radio
station whose license was up for
renewal.
The White House said in a statement that Burger has urged those
seeking his judicial philosophy to
"read my opinions and draw your

own conclusions."
But It added that Burger's personal philosophy of government Is
reflected In a 1967 commencement
address at Rlpon College In Wisconsin.
"Governments exist chiefly to
foster the rights and Interests of
its citizens - to protect their homes
and property, their persons and
thalr lives," he said then. "If a
government falls In this basic duty
it is not redeemed by providing
even the most perfect system for
the protection of the rights of defendants in the criminal courts."
At another point In his speech,
Burger said, "We know that a nation or a community which has
no rules and no laws Is not a
society but an anarchy in which
no rights, either Individual or collective, can survive."
"Our system of criminal Justice, like our entire political structure was based on the Idea of
striking a fair balance between the
needs of society and the rights of
the Individual," he added.

CSU students march
to demand more aid
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Negro
students — 500 or more — from
Central State University marched
yesterday on Ohio's Capitol where
they confronted legislators with demands for more state aid for their
campus.
The students, arriving in chartered buses and private cars, gathered peacefully In the State house
rotunda while state highway patrolmen and plalnclothesmcn kept a
close watch but did not Interfere.
The students from the predominantly Negro school listed four
principal demands In a two page
statement. Specifically, the demands called for a new budget
formula for th3 campus, new programs for dlsadvantaged students,
more capital Improvements and
abolition of a rule restricting the
number of out-of-state students to

20 per cent of enrollment. This is
a state-wide standard.
"In essence,"
the statement
read, "We demand a growing, firstrate, non-parochial, open university."
The students arrived quietly.
There was no shouting.
They
appeared to have been well drilled
In how they would carry out a
peaceful demonstration. They followed their leaders' orders.
The student statement demanded
the legislature adopt the proposals
of the university's new president,
Dr. Herman Branson. An Ohio
Board of Regent official said Branson had Indicated an appropriation
request of his predecessor, Harry
Groves, for $5.5 million In operating money through 1971 was not
enough.

Delta Tau Delta
ALL CAMPUS

PLAYBOY
PARTY
Sat.-May 24
8:30-1:00
Adm.-Free
GRAND BALLROOM
Play The Dating Game With Playboy'sMiss August- Gale Olson
Win A Years Subscription To Play boy
Dance Contest-$250.00 In Prizes
Courtesy of U-Shop
Autographed Pictures Of Playmate Gale At
U-Shop-10 to 5-Sat. May 24
Music By-BUCCANEERS
Co Sponsored By

'BEST PICTURE OF THE YEA!
"OLIVER"
RESERVED SEATS AT BOX-OFFICE OR BY MAIL

Delta Tau Delta
& U-Shop
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Were Berkeley riot police fair?
fornlan (Berkeley's campus paper).
County Sheriff, Frank Madlgan,
claims deputies used only rocksalt and blrdshot In their shotguns, yet on Tuesday night James
Rector, a riot victim, died of buckshot wounds made by pellets ths
size of dimes. Also, deputies did
not wear badges during these disturbances, as required by law.
Gov. Reagan's allegations of
"revolution" Is an old appeal akin
to the Blrcher's attackonCommunists. In a discussion with a highway patrol officer, I was told that
a ''few, radical students" with
communist-socialist Inclinations,
and "outside aid," were using the
good students.
For days, there have been rallies ani demonstrations—all with-

(Ed.'s Note:
This Is the
second In a two-part series
written by a former BG student who has a firsthand account of the recent, violent
civil disturbances In Berkeley, Calif.)
By DAVIDARIE
Special Writer
BERKELEY, Calif., — Police
here supposedly did not use their
shotguns against students In response to student violence.
They came with shotguns last
Tnirsday morning before there
had been any confrontation whatsoever. Alanwda county sheriff's
deputies were responsible for most
of the 35 student Injuries, all of
whom reported being shot, according to last Friday's Dally Cali-

Cla-zel

-NOW.

thru Tues. May 27
Eve. at 7:45 - Sat & Sun. Matinee - at 2:15
Now for tin- first time
.it popular prices. Direct
from ils reserved-seat
engagement.

E&OT

Winner of 3 Academy Awards!
TECHNICOLOR' PANAVISION

Adm. $1.75 - Children $1.00

out leaders. At no time has there
been generally known or accepted
leaders.
Ninety per cent of the "rioters"
are no different from BG students.

But they are furious, and rightfully so.
We live In a police state here
and are beaten with clubs and teargassed by police without provoca-

Plans backfire
for C5A plane
WASHINGTON AP - Lt. Gen.
Durward C. Crow, comptroller of
the Air Force, conceded Thursday
the controversial, multibllllon-dollar contract for the C5A super jet
transport has backfired and Its pattern will not be used again.
Crow's concession came as the
Mouse Armed Services Committee
struggled for a second day to untangle the huge cost increases for
the giant jet.
Chairman L. Mendel Rivers, DS.C., asked Crow If the Air Force
would ever write another like the
$3-bllllon one awarded to Lockheed Aircraft Corp., for the C5A.
"No," he replied. "The concept was good but the mechanics
are difficult to administer. "In
retrospect I think there are a good
many things we could make . better," Crow said.
The eight-year contract was an
Innovation because it placed total
responsibility for all elements of
the plane on Lockheed, the prime
contractors, and it specified a reprlcing formula midway U costs
Increased. The Air Force has reprlced the contract and now estimates the 120 transports will cost
$4.35 billion, about $1.35 billion
above the original agreement.
Crow said the biggest problem
with the contract was that the Air
Force did not take a yearly look
at costs. "Now we're looking
at a four-year accumulation of
problems."
OM result of these accumula-

ted problems, Crow acknowledged
Is that the Air Force will now pay
$1.4 billion for one order of 57
C5As, 94 per cent above the figure agreed to by Lockheed In 1964.

Senator, Celtic
postpone visits
Senator Barry Goldwaterand
Celtic great Bill Russell will not
be appearing on campus this spring,
as originally planned.
Bill Russell, player-coach of the
World Champion Boston Celtics
was to have appeared during Black
Culture Week but cancelled due to
an Injury. Russell was replaced
by Jackie Robinson.
Plans were then made for Russell
to come to campus sometime this
month, but such an appearance will
not take place. Plans are now being made, however, to have him
for a visit in the fall, but nothing
Is as yet definite.
Senator Barry Goldwaler, scheduled to appear here a month ago,
cancelled out be ause of important
Senate hearing meetings. Goldwater was to have spoken as the
sixth and final speaker in the ■' Youth
and the New Polities'" series sponsored by the Student Activities Office.
Plans are being made now to
arrange for his appearance In the
fall, but those, too, are Indefinite.

tlon because we dare, by our very
presence, to stand up for what we
believe in.
What are the real reasons for
the confrontations'.' They are political, and a struggle between two
ways of life. One is trying to impose its value system on the other.
Students here hate the Alameda
county sheriff's deputies because
of the tactics they used last year
during the student strike here. Law
suits are still pending against
them,
I have talked with one or two of
these deputies and found that none
of them have gone to college and
are very conservative In their personal politics. They have no use
for long hair or people who do not
respect authority, regardless of
what that authority says.
I watched them as they made
their 85 random arrests yesterday.
They arrested anybody with long
hair or a beard. This is saying
"I don't agree with your way of
life, and I am not going to let you
live as you choose. You're wrong,
I'm right."
Students also have the right to
believe that the administration,
particularly the chancellor, was
out to show the college community
who was "king of the mountain."
I realize there Is an unbelievable contrast between what actually
has happened here and the representation of this situation through
the nation's news media. I have
witnessed a virtual police state
complete with vicious police beatings, shootings and unprovoked arrests.
Clearly there Is much more to
confrontation than meets the eye.
I have made some suggestions
here.
If some, or even any of what I
have said Is true, all I ask is
that you as a reader, consider
the consequences for what we In
America believe to 1* civil liberties and freedom.
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LEM views lunar landing site
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP>The two moon-orbiting Apollo 10
astronauts yesterday overcame one
problem but faced a possible second
one as they prepared to separate
a fragile lunar landing machine and
fly to within 50,000 feet of the surface.
Just 2 1/2 hours before Air Force
Col. Thomas A. Stafford and Navy
Cmdr. Eugene A. Cernan were to
separate the lunar module, or LEM,
from the Apollo 10 command ship,
they reported trouble venting oxygen pressure from a three-foot
tunnel connecting the two vehicles.
They solved this problem with help
from the ground.
Less than an hour before the
scheduled 3:05p.m. EDT undocklng,
mission control center reported
that the docking collar Interface
between the LEM mi command
ship had slipped about 3.5 degrees.

Controllers gave the go-ahead for
separation, but later warned that
if the slippage Increased to six
degrees, to hold off the undocklng.
Stafford and Cernan had crawled
Into the tunnel earlier to prepare
the LEM for the most dangerous
part of the m'sslon, an eight hour
separation from Young.
Stafford and Cernan flew their
fragile spaceship to 9.8 miles above
the moon's barren surface at 5:21
p.m. EDT. Thursday - the closest
approach of a man to another heavenly body.
"We're going, we're right among
them," shouted Cernan.
"There's enough boulders around
here to fill up Galveston Bay,"
said Stafford, of the site near where
other Americans will land In July.
"The rills, the low ridges are
very distinguishable approaching
the landing
sites," observed

moon circling Apollo 10 pilot Eugene A. Cernan.
Located near the lunar equator
on the moon's Sea of Tranquil lty near
the crater
Moltke,
Landing Site 2 was chosen as
the spot for the Apollo 11 touchdown more for operational and
crew safety reasons
than In
the interest of science.
To pave the way for Apollo 11,
flight planners asked Apollo 10
pilots Cernan and Stafford to swoop
In their lunar module, LEM, landing craft 9.3 miles over that specific spot on the moon, and - along
with orbiting astronaut John W.
Young - also take pictures of the
area from the Apollo 10 command shp's normal circular orbit
69 miles above the surface.
More than two years of study
by a blue ribbon panel of experts
Identified five specific sites near

the moon's equator which appeared
They wanted no high Mils or deep
safe for astronauts to land.
craters along the approach path
erratic altiThe most easterly spot, on the that would cause
right half of the moon as seen tude signals fooling the landing
from oarth, Is called Landing Site radar. The sites also had to be
1. The Apollo 8 astronauts last relatively smooth, with few craChristmastime got excellent pho- ters and boulders, and astrotos of that area, also located In nauts must be able to get to
the Sea of Tranqullity, but Site them without using too much fuel.
Astronaut - scientist Harrison
2 and other landing areas further
H. Schmltt, a geologist, said Site
west were in darkness.
Another, designated Site 3, Is 2 was chosen for Apollo 11 belocated almost squarely In the cen- cause "we've seen Site 1'' on
ter of the moon's visible face as Apollo 8 and "we could get mare
seen from earth, while Sites 4 over-all data useful to Apollo In
and 5 are near the moon's west- 'future missions If we targeted
ern edge in the Sea of Storms. Apollo 10 to Site 2."
"There's no real scientific reaUsing photos taken by unmanned son for going to Site 2," Schmltt
Lunar Orbiter craft as their prlmo said, "althouth I know some geoguide, the space agency set demand- logists are happier with Site 2
ing standards for the landing areas. because its mare soil Is more
They looked for locations similar typical of what exists on most of the
to sites of airports on earth.
moon."

YOU ARE INVITED TO OUR

MARDI GRAS CELEBRATION

v'dm.'/M'.&jt.

3&

In which we prove to the Establishment our qualifications
as casual clothiers. Some of
the highlights are pictured:
sport coats and slacks in a
wide variety. Sport shirts, knits
and other such will be on hand,
too. To demonstrate their excellence for yourself, just drop
in.

•
-SAVE 20%

Sportcoat And Dress Slack Combination
Sweaters -SAVE UP TO 30%
SAVE 20%
Short Sleeve Button-Down Dress Shirts
Special Tie Table REGULARLY $4 TO $5-NOW $2.88

MANY OTHER SPECIAL SAVINGS DURING
OUR SPECIAL THREE-DAY CELEBRATION
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Shopping center mny draw half of downtown business
itow'.lng Green residents will
soon be able to do their shopping
at a new store complex located
it III. 6 and Camel Hill ltd. The
shopping plaza, which will begin
opening In July, was constructed
at a cost of $1.3 million, according to Robert Hoagland, executive
mtuager of the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce.
Construction of the shopping
center was researched by the Bellview Investors Company of Toledo.
The site was chosen because of the
new residential growth In the south
end of town, the recently built
Stadium View Apartment complex,
and the southward growth of the
Bowling Green campus.
Several stores will be opening
at the shopping center on July 1:

I.urn's restaurant, Paco Restaurant, a laundromat, a dry cleaners,
Domino's Pizza, a beauty and barber shop, and five other stores
presently under negotiation. Cinema 1 anil Cinema 2 are expected
to open Sept. 1, depending on the
weather.
"We do not anticipate any problems as far as putting anyone out
of business downtown," said Hoagland.
"Competition does make
business."
But the new shopping center
should draw -tway 50 per cent of
the downtown business, according
to Sam Helburg, president of Bellview Investors Co.
The shopping center will have
a parkins lot wolch will accomodate over 500 cars.
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Loan interviews set

HEARING COMPLETION - Is the new shopping
center

Exit interviews will be held for borrowers
of national defense loans who are graduating
>:
or terminating their studies at Bowling Green
State University at the end of the third quarter.
The Interviews will be held June 4,5 and
6. Students should contact the Student Financial
Aid Office, 305 Student Services Bldg. to schedule an appointment for their Interview.
•&*:::*:WS*:*>x-:-x*:w^^

Hill Rood across from the stadium.

under construction at Rt. 6 and Camel

mourn
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GLEN'S
NEWEST!

.AMPBELL

Glen sings his hit songs: Wichita Lineman;
Dreams Of The Everyday Housewife; plus:
(Sittin1 On) The Dock Of The Bay; ff You Go
Away: You Batter Sit Down Kids; Words;
Reason To Believe; The Straight Ufa; Fata

Of Man; That's Not Home; and Aim.
MORg GLEN CAMPBELL HIT ALBUMS...

$2.47

Golveston. Take My Hand For A While,
If This Is Love, Today, Gotta Have
Tend—less. Friends, Where's The
Playground Susie, Time, Until It's
Time For You To Go, Oh What A Woman,
Every Time I Itch I Wind Up Scratchin' You

Glen Campbell is also available on a-Track
Stereo Tape Cartridge; and Capitol Cassette

BLANK TAPE
♦

4*8 Track

♦

Cassette

♦

Open Reel

Diamond Needles

♦

4 A 8 Track Cleaning
Cartridges

M usic Cit

HOURS
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♦

P

v

4

BOWLING GREEN
ACROSS FROM CLA-ZEL THEATI

3

♦

Record A Tape Cases

4>

Record Stands

HOURS
FRI & SAT
o AV, toMIDNITE

BG to have
draft center
this quarter
The establishment of a Bowling
Green "draft Information center"
Is being planned by John Hoi Ian,
instructor In the department of
sociology, and Don Baldwin, an
area resident.
"If s not our plan to be a draftdodging agency," Hoi Ian said.
"What we want is for young men to
set their own goals and determine
for themselves what they want to
do about the draft. The Job of
the Information center would be
to provide advice on how to achieve
these goals," he added.
Ilollan emphasized that the draft
information center would be available for community use, as well
as BGSU student use. He noted
that It is the non-student young men
of the area who are more Immediately faced with the draft and could
use Information about It.
According to Ilollan, Information
at the center would be provided
on deferments, exemptions and consclenclous objection.
He added
that people Interested in Joining the
armed services can go to the Information center for directions to
the appropriate recruiter. He added
that it is intended to complement
rather than to compete with, the
existing sources of information.
I lollan said that plans Include expanding the work of the Information
center to Include operations In the
poorer sections of the Toledo area.
He added that the location of the
draft Information center Is Indefinite at the present, but listed the
Unitarian Center as a strong possibility. He said the center will
start operation this spring and will
work through the summer.
Persons Interested In helping
with the Information center should
contact John Ilollan at ext. 2450
or Don Baldwin at 353-6462.

Sailing Club set
for KSU regatta
Eight members of the BGSU Sailing Club will travel to Kent State
this weekend to participate in their
final regatta this spring. Other
competing schools Include Kent
State, Wooster and Ohio University.
The Sailing Club, which Is a
member of the Midwest Collegiate
Sailing Association, has attended
two other lnter-collegiate races
this spring, bringing home a first
In one and a second place In the
other. The MCSA has a current
membership of twenty-eight Midwestern colleges, Including Purdue, Ohio State, Iowa, Michigan
State and Wisconsin. The purpose
of the MCSA Is to encourage sailing
programs and coordinate intercollegiate racing.
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C5 attempts to fashion cultural revolution
"There Is no way to get at the
music without taking In the whole
context of the music, too there
is no separation. We say the MC5
Is the solution to the problem of
separation, because tbey are so together."
"The MC5 Is totally committed to
the revolution, as the revolution Is
totally committed to driving people
out of their separate shells and Into
each others' arms."
The MC5 are part of the White
Panther program, and that's what
makes them different. From a
strictly aesthetic standpoint, their
music Is not as good as any number
of groups in the country, but that's
not what they are concerned about.
They are concerned with bringing
people together through a cultural
revolution, and even the titles of
some of their songs suggest this:
"Kick Out The Jams," "Come Together," and "Motor City Is Burning."
The MC5 talked to the News In
a Union hotel room crowded with
well-wishers and hangers-on, and
Rob Tyner did most of the talking.
"When we say revolution, we
mean change. We don't like the
way things are going down, and with
an enlightened program, we c a n
make people solutions to the prob.EAD GUITAR - Wayne Kralems, Instead of the problems them|«er
captivated
the crowd
selves," he said.
"The revolution is growing by
Wednesday night at the MC5
leaps and bounds," be added. "It
loncert.
win win because the young people
cultural revolution through their are far-out; they know what's happening."
|iuslc.
When asked if they weren't "cop'People are afraid of each other.
Music brings them together and they ping out" on the revolution by belecome tuned into their own ener- coming a commercial success, Tylles. It's a renaissance on all ner explained that any money they
-onts," Tyner said in explaining are able to make Is plowed back Into
lie place MC5's music has In the the White Panther organization.
Kramer Interjected, "Money Is
I evolution.
The music is a blend of bard a ruse. You can't f*** It, you can't
lock, blues, and an overwhelming roll It and smoke It, you can't eat
Itage presence and Is the context It. Any money we make goes for the
II which the MC5 try to sell their tools of our program."
MC5 recently ran Into trouble
lultural revolution. They refuse to
llscuss their music outside of Its with Elektra Record Company over
lultural and social context.
As John Sinclair, minister of in—
I >r mat ton for the White Panthers,
| rites on their first album. "The
pC5 Is a whole thing.
By BRUCE I A RKICK
Editor
Tne problem Is people. The solls revolution. The method Is
omlng together. This Is what the
IC5 Is all about
Rob Tyner, lead singer; Wayne
ner, lead guitarist; Fred Smith,
hm guitarist; Mike Davis, bass
lultarlst,; and Denny Thompson,
I rummer; are attempting to fashion

alleged obscenity, both In their
songs and on the jacket of their
album, exemplified by the nowfamous phrase "Kick out the Jams,
Mither f*»*»»s."
"There was a tremendous lack of
communication. We w.int to get
going with our program, and we
were pushing them while they were
holding us back. So they fired us,

COME TOGETHER - Was the
theme of the MC5 as they
presented their program to the
students.
Lead singer Rob
Tyner (middle front) talked
to the News after the concert,
advocating a total cultural
revolution.

AWS SENIOR BREAKFAST

10:00 A.M,.

Rudolph, 0., 5 miles south of B.G. at Rt
Mermill Road
Used furniture, appliances, clothing

25 and

Proceeds Go To Wood County
School For Retarded Children

Congratulations

All Senior Women Invited

A two-aay Ural Interpretation
I estlval opens today In the Unl[ ;rslty Union under the direction
Dr. Lois A. Cheney of me speech
| 'partment.
Participating In the perforI ances and discussions will be
■presentatlves from the Unlverty of Cincinnati, Loraln Comunlry College, Loyola University,
I iaml University, Ohio Northern
ilverslty, University of Toledo,
K! Wittenberg University. Phi
hvler and Jim Barton win reesenl Bowling Green In the read-

\ Miss Daneene J. Fry, sophomore
Education, has been named sum|er editor for the BG News. Miss
has previously worked as staff
Importer and issue editor for the
Isws.
1 Miss Fry indicated that she plans
J publish one issue a week during
le summer sessions. Persons lnIrested in working on the summer
laff should contact Miss Fry by
Ixt Friday in the BG News office
rtween 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. PerI ns need not be Journalism majors
apply.

Sat May 24

Grand Ballroom

Speech festivities
beginning today

faff names new
ummer editor

BENEFIT AUCTION

May 24 10.00 AM

hral interpretation

1 Dr. Jere Vellleux of Purdue Unlhrslty will address participants
[ad guests at 1 p.m. In the Doghod Suites of the Union. At 2-4
m. today there will be rounds
readings In the Wayne, Capital,
I id River rooms. Tomorrow at
»:30 a.m. In the Dogwood Suite,
e top readers will be critiqued
i their performances by Dr. Veil|ux.
Before attending the University
ieatre production of "Brlgaon" participants will haveabuft banquet In the Carnation Room.
■stlvines win conclude with a
ocheon In the Pheasant Room lo.jrrow.

and we signed a contract with At- on us."
lantic Records," Tyner said.
The MC5 are together. They want
Commenting on the recent Hurry to bring people together, and they're
of decency rallies spurred by the optimistic because they say their
"obscene" performance of The music is doing hist that.
Doors, Tyner said, "Decency ralIt remains to be seen how many
lles are a manifestation of a death people they wUl bring together and
culture. There Is t» obscenity, how far they will go with their prounless It is the obscenity of a death gram, but one thing Is sure—they
society trying to Impose Its values are co minuted.

College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:
Name:.

Bob Zimpfer
On Being Tapped Into ODK

Address:

WeVe holding
the cards.

Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.
Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
good place.

Phi Delts

Now Ends Sat.
OPEN Full Time
OPEN 8: 00- Cartoon 9:00
Shown at 9:20 -

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns <

Portage
Drive-in
-Shown at 11:30

OF THE BIGGEST BOXOFFICE HITS OF ALL T1MET|

Siienton HoMs and Motor Inns. A Worldwide Service of in

.

mmmKtmifmmn

• SIAMir MAMRp.«*<t«

Theta Chi Neophites Say

The YOKES On Us

Spencer i Sidney i Katharine
TRACY 'POWER1 HEPBURN

guess who's
coming to dinner

SIDNEY POITIER
-J*S MB) rWOUCKiM

"TO SIR.
WITH LOWE"
MCHfMCOtOft [d£?l^^

TICMWCOIO* \C?\

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
9:20- Shown at 11:15

CONGRATULATIONS
Pros.
Rick
Boo Boo
Rabbit
Little Popeye
Chicken Bill
Drunken Dean
Gross Bill
Hog Man

Prince
Moce
Morrie
Racko
Keith
Chris
Ralph
Jerry
Zup

MGM

noun

DAVID NIVEN

Jm

e

MGMpresents
| A SPECTRUM PRODUCTION starring

JIM BROWN
DIAHANN CARROLL
JULIE HARRIS

the Split
ERNEST BORGNINE
PANAVISION"M! TROC010R •<£$•. SMA
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Biafron fund starts
To ralM funds to support the
airlift of food and medicine to the
starving people In the Blafran enclave, Is the purpose of the Americans for Blafran Relief supported
by the National Club of Young
Republicans, according to sophomore Steve Harris, president of
the University's Young Republican Club.
Harris has sent letters to officials of dormitories, sorority and
fraternity houses on campus explaining the situation in the Blafra war zone and asking for help
In appropriating funds for the project.
The money given In support of the
project will be used to buy foodstuffs, medicine, and pay for the
night airlifts over Blafra, Fifteen
flights carrying fifteen ton* of food
are made every night, costing
$60,000 per night.
Over one-half of the original population. (10-14 million), of the Bl-

atran area la landlocked In an area
about one quarter the original area
(29,000 square miles). "Unless
something dramatic Is changed almost Immediately, a minimum of
1 million and probably 2-2.5 million Blafrans will die In the next
12 months," reported Senator
Charles E. Goodell, (R-NY.)
According to Harris, a quarter
provides 2 and one-half pounds of
foodstuffs and medicine. "A $1
provides 10 pounds of foodstuffs
and medicines or 1 meal for 80
children at dally minimal rations,"
he said.
If the mercy airlifts were Interrupted for even one week, the entire Blafran population would face
the threat of Imminent starvation,
Even with the flow of supplies
reaching the landlocked enclave,
the general weakened condition of
the population has created widespread anemia and the possibility of tuberculosis epidemic.

Dipalma collaborates with poe
to compose anthology of poem
If any member of the English
department fits the Image of tlw
dark, brooding poet, It would have
to be Instructor Raymond A. Dl
Pal ma. This Image Is appropriate
because DIPalm.i Is a poet and has
Just completed a book of poetry
written In collaboration with Cleveland poet Stephen Shrader.

Raymond Dipalma

Clam Sez:
CONGRATULATIONS
Phil & Kathy

Marty & Ginny

Virg & Louise

Larry & Sue

Ned & Barb

Dan & Louise

Pat & Marcia

Bill&Jo

Jim & Donna

Tom & Carolyn

The book, entitled " Macaroons",
consists of poems that are essentially sonnets In form. "But they
are sonnets only In the sense that
they each have 14 llnes,"DlPa'mn
said.
The two poets collaborated by
mall. One poet wrote the first
seven lines, and then mailed the
fragment to the other poet for completion.

An X and a Horseshoe
the

Owls' Call,

Chi

O Pledges Are

BEST OF ALL
CONGRATULATIONS
D. U. Brothers on your Pinnings
Clip & Cheryl

Knipps & Jeannie

Tony & Pat
D.U. PLEDGES

SANITARY DRY CLEANERS

CHOICE OF THE LOVELIEST BRIDES

ONLY $2

PAY NEXT FALL

345 N. MapleS. Ntor City Pork

SANITARY
BEAUTIFUL DRY
CLEANING
Across From Harshman Hall
Phone 353-4494
For Further Information

MUSIC RECITAL
Will be held at 3 p.m. on Sun!
day in the Recital Hall.
Thl
recital Is free and open to th|
public.
SAILING CLUB
Will meet at 7:30 p.m. on Sun|
day in 112 Life Science Bldg.

UNKDN ACTr/ITIES
ORGANIZATION
Will sponsor a hootenanny a|
8 p.m. tomorrow in the Carnatlo
Room of the Union. Folkslngel
Jeff Atkinson will perform. Thl
theme of the event Is "Do Youl
Own Thing." There will be sing!
lng, dancing, and poetry reading!
KAPPA PHI
Will meet in the Chapel of thil
UCF building at 8 p.m. on Sun!
day.
Activities will lncludl
Installation of Patronesses, Degrel
of the Rose, and the Rose Bowl|

Plus Regular Cleaning Charges.

Save $1.00 Bring Your
Things Directly To Our
Works. Reduce The Cost
To $1.95

CORROSION
In its last performance, will
play in the Kohl Hall Recreatlo]
Room tomorrow from 10 p.m.
1 a.m. A firework display wl'j
follow the dance.

FREE UNIVERSITY
Will hold a poetry discussion :|
6 p.m. in 303 Moseley Hall ol
Monday. Pete Genovese will rea|
his work.

Don't Take Your Winter
Things Home-We Will
Store Your Entire School
Wardrobe For
95

..Everything is Immediately Cleaned and Moth Proofed
...Next We Hang All Garments on Wooden Hangers
in Our Air-Conditioned Vault.
...In September, When You Return, Your Clothes
will be freshly pressed and Ready to Wear
...Nothing to Pay 'till Next Fall
...Saves That Frustrating Carrying Back and Forth.

campus
calendar

Doc & Joyce

On Your TKE Pinnings
This Year

DIPalma, a native of Pittsburgh
said he and Shrader began wrltln I
the poems In the spring of 196 j
wjille they were both students
the University of Iowa. "We dldntl
think of a book at first, but lasl
March we realized we had enoug |
poems for one," DIPalma sale
Although at a loss to give a gen
eral description of the poems 1
"Macaroons", DIPalma said an or I
lglnal purpose of the collaboration.!
with Shrader had been to wrltjl
about cities they had never visited!
He noted, however, that no sped!]
flc theme could be applied to th f
book.
On collaboration as a method oil
writing, DIPalma said It gives a poe [
the advantage of drawing on anothe |
person's experiences and Ideas a |
well as his own.
Two other books of poetry wrlt.|
ten bv DIPalma are scheduled fo I
publication In the future. "M.Jj
Poems" will be released this sum]
mer, and "Between the Shapes'a collection of poems spanning .■
2 1/2 year period, will be release.l
In the fall.
"Macaroons" can be obtained
from Ray DIPalma in 101b Hannil
Hall.

FORTUNA
LADY'S S3S.79
MAN'S St. 79

KENWOOD
LADY SS33
MAN'S 3* 79
— —

TRADITIONAL

WILLOW
LADY'S S3*.79
MAN'S 44.79
,

Keepsake'
WtDDINO KINGS

It All Adds Up lv> JuneWedding Cakes And
Diamond Wedding Ensembles By

BLUEBIRD
As kovely As The Bride
Who Wears Them9

f

n

See ThemAt

oers

JEWELRY STORE

125 N MAIN
PH. 353-6691
Across From C.I.
Mon-r>i & Until 8

FIELD HOCKEY
Those women Interested In playing field hockey next fall shoull
meet with the Women's Flell
Hockey Organization at 1 p.m. nex
Tuesday in the Woman's Gym.
POETRY READING
Dr. Frederick Eckman will glvd
a presentation of som5of hlspoem |
at 3 p.m. In 112 Life Sciences Bid
UCF STUDENT COUNCIL
Is sponsoring a retreat to WaterI
loo State Park, Chelsea, Mlch.J
from Friday, May 30, to Sunday
June 1. The retreat will cost $1
and will Include lodging, meals, ln-T
surance, transportation and snacks
Michael Cordner, marriage an|
family counselor for the Child an|
Family Service of Toledo, will
the speaker at the retreat.

The
Button-Hole
Trim Shop
Complete line
of Sewing
Accessories
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Planning office completes design for kiosk
A kiosk is coming to tne campus.
What are kiosks? "They originated
In France and are basically outside bulletin boards," said Frederick Am of the Office of Pla-inlng.
According to Arn, the Office of
Planning has been considering ths
Idea of constructing protected blll-

Why Ply Rent?
10l50 Trtllor,
furnished, washer & Dryer, skirted, utility shed.plus.
Lot 12S
Gypsy Line Tr. Crt. Alter i.OO
p. m. wit. days. Sit. i Sun

Female roommate wanted Summer
and/or Fall. $45 mo. Sandy 3549864

1963 BonnlerlUe Convt. with Alrcond. After 5. 352-0341

Men-Rooms: Sept. 1 June. Phone
353-8241 or 354-6891

Drand New 1969 Honda 50, 1967
Honda t M-loo, excellent shape.
CALL .ISL'-Mli

Rooms for Male Students for Fall
and Summer, near campus, Ph
352-7365

'62 Jeep Wagon must sacrifice
mint condition. M35 . 352-0196

Honda S-90 1965, new tires, engine
rebullL 352-4313.
Karflsa Duo Keyboard Organ Must
-sell-Beit offer. 352-2765
Used Bike Wanted, Call 353-0352
FOR RENT

Rooms for Male Students for Fall
and Summer, near campus Ph
302-7365
Girls student rooms for summer,
near campus. Call 354-1533
Men, approved housing, 304 E.
Cort summer or Fall, Qtre. 3541533
Woman wanted to share furnished
Apt for summer term. Varsity
Sq. 352-7932.
Roommate needed Immed. for
summer Schl. and Fall-Modern
Apt own Bedroom-Cheap. Call Don
352-4313

Mature Woman wants Apt near University lor 1st session of Summnr
School 354-2941 after S
Needed 2 roommates for summer
session. Call Dave 3S4-1720
One bedroom Apt to Sublet for
summer- Wlnthrop Terrace. Ph
352-5645
Male roommate wanted for Summer at University Cta. Apis Alrrond. Call 352-7264

Wanted:
2 girls to shire alrcond. Apt for summer, near campus. Call 352-5361
1 bedroom pool-aide Greenvlew
Apt-to sublease for summer 3525997
I bedroom Apt to rent for summer
at Greevlew, Ph. 352-5S76

2 Female roommates needed Mid
June til Sept very reasonable Call
353-8204

Rooms for summer, cooking Facilities—353-3471

Apts fur sum ner housing. Call
352-7471

I t IST Girls omega Watch Harshman Sunning Area. Reward. Sue
452 Ashley

University Courts now leasing for
groups of 3-4 summer Quarter,
alr-cond., furnished, 1 block from
campus. Call 352-5811

Yellow Jacket Lost at MCS Concert. Please return to Mike 303
Rodgers

Schwinn Bikes
& Toro Mowers
BOOK'S BIKE SHOP
102 W. Poe Rd.

353-8323

Watch Repair
Bands

tlon before others are built.
The first kiosk will be placed
In front of the Union, and will be
lm mobile. It will be square In shape.
Posters can be attached to the wooden sides, which are supported on
tour metal legs and covered by a
square roof. The entire structure
will be approximately 7' tall.

classifieds

TOK SALE

'62 Chev. $200 Must sacrlflre leivIng country. 352-7262

boards for posters and other notices for several years.
Arn said a preliminary design for
the kiosks has been completed and
a prototype Is balnt constructed by
the maintenance itpartment. He added that the first kiosk will be used
to gauge faculty and student reac-

Jewelry
Watches

nald, and Pooh too.
Congratulations outstanding Pledge Debbie!
Kd love, The other

Ik.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

Alpha Gam Phi Ttu Pledges car
wash at Books t ilorners Marathon on Woosler, This Friday from
1:3 IU1 5:00 p.m. Price $.75

The Phi Mu Pledges are really
lowln' their new bigs; their new
Idgs; they're great.
s-. MM Fit JO US-New International
Co has openings for College men.
positions In several Classifications in most major cities InOhlo.
1
r.insporatlon Is necessary. Startpay $90 to $150, depending on
c iltlon. Good working condition.
Above average benefits. Call personal IWpt. 432-1352 Cleveland
.. xa code.

$100 REWARD FOR SAFE RETURN
OF SACKED VESSELS TAKEN
FROM .ST. A1.DVMIS C HfltCH IF
RETURNED IN OMCtMAI OOM.
DITDM. NO PROSECUTION OR
QUESTIONS ASKED. 353-3591

rah turns on with Vlck's but
«e love him anyway)-The USO

DO YOU LIKE OUTSIDE WORK?
S400 PER MONTH-SALARY L
VEHT1ME AND BONUS.
INDEPENDENT POSTAL SYSTEM
OF AMERICA, COLUMBUS OH.
DESIRES FULL TIME SUMMER
MAIL CARRIES. CALL 614-4889748 or WRITE-1143 CHESAPEAKE AVE. COLUMBUS OH.

1 .>.<■, my Hill, Eddie, Jan, Debbie.
Die D'/.'s say Back our golf team!
Alpha Phi's Make Wonderful Slaves
Buy One Sat. and See !
To Pam, Linda, Jenny, It Beth
Wo're sorry you didn't see our
rope ladder, but how about coming over sometime!)
Come to the Carnation Room Saturday, May 24, Join Jeff Atkinson
In Folkslnglng or do your own thing
To the Alpha Slf 20-The USO
want to mkae It 24 In the Attlcl
Attention-Have you bought your
Alpha Phi Slave yet???
• •OOODBYl
"CORHOSIDN" • •
Get your Softball In great cavse
A! PHA PHI OMEGA Pledgesrome
on like a bat our of ...
Have a happy plnshlp, Trecla and
Tony. You owe It to yourselves!
Rnsemarle, Mitch , Nancy, Ben-

Ride needed to t leveland Thurs
afternoon or Frl afterl0:00 a.m.
Will pay Nancy 143 chapman ext
3104 or 3105

Do you own thing In the Carnation
Room .Saturday, May 24. Jeff Atkinson, a great Folk singer will
be there Join Him!
la It true that the Alpha Slf actives eat their pledges?
Alpha Mg Pledgll-The USO Is there
because you caret! Linda, Beth,
Pam , and Jenny
Leaving for new Brunswick, New
Jersey via P. Turnpike, June 12
Will take riders to share driving
and expenses, call 352-7211
congratulations clndy-new Swan
C lub Prelsent-the Gamma Phi's

Myles'

Flowers

Phones: 352-2002— 353-2802
Corner of N. Main and Clay

Kathy-have a happy Hippie Day.
Your Little
Pat-ln every wood, In every spring,
there Is different green-1 t L
Georgle.

DO YOUR OWN THING
Join Jeff Atkinson in the
Carnation Room
Saturday, May 24 - 8:00 P.M.
Sing-Dance-Read Poetry
Whatever You Want

IT'S MARDI GRAS TIME - In downtown Bowling Green this
week at retail merchants display their merchandise out in the
air for sidewalk shopping. Shown above are Caroline Freeman,
left, and Marcia Truman. (Photo by Larry Nighswander).

SpOB$ored

By U.A.O

SIGHTSOUND
HAPPENING

University Jewelers
430 E. Wooster St.

Orders For The
1969 B.G.Lab Band
Record Are Being
Taken In The

Alpha Delt Seniors:
We
Miss You Already!!
Love and

loyalty
The Rest of Us

Music lldg.

Cost Is $5.00
last Hall
Activity Lounge

DANCE
Independent
Klause

YOUR leaders are here
to serve you
- with you

Friday, May 23
9P.M.-72 A.M.

Voice your Wishes on Tues.,

Everyone
Welcome
Stag or Drag

in The Student Services Forum

May 27 at 9:00 p.m.

FEATURING
MUSIC
BY

The
Buccaneers
TONIGHT 9-1
AT THE
NEWMAN
CENTER
.75 STAG
1.25 COUPLE
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Thin dads still
sighting first

BRiSK WARMUP -- Hon.tt.r Davidson and Paul
Zitco (foreground) with good hurdle chances in

the MAC, wormup here in preparation.

MAC- his last chance
for track recognition
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
Who Is Stanley A. AUen?
Although Allen Is a three-time
letterman and the current record
holder In the high Jump, his name
has appeared on the sports page
about as often as the News has
used color.
For some reason, sportswrlters
have shunned the oft-Injured, oftvlctorlous Jumper as If they
feared he would use them as a
crossbar In one of his high Jumps.
The last (and only) time his picture was used, Stan was unintentionally Identified as Ken Kelly.
The slender senior from Detroit
knows that recognition can finally
be guaranteed in the form of a
MAC champion's certificate this
Friday or Saturday at Kalamazoo.
"This Is It for me, and I have
to give It all I have. I want to
do as much for the team as I
can," admitted Bowling Green's
prime entry In the long Jump,
triple Jump, and high Jump.
Allen, who had already Jumped
6-8 before coming to BG, has not
high-Jumped In a Mld-Amerlcan
Conference Championship meet
yet, because of untimely Injuries
the last two years.
"I am very dissatisfied at not
going over 6-8 In college, but I
think It was due to the Injuries,
not because I reached my peak
too soon."
His failure to Improve upon his
high school high Jump mark, and
his frustrating proneness to Injuries left Stan losing Interest, and
ready to hang up the spikes several times.
"I probably would not be in track

By DSNNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
Spring training Is over for Bowling Green's track and field and
they start playing for keeps today
and tomorrow at Waldo Stadium on
the campus of Western Michigan
University.
After a misleading 7-2 record In
dual competition, which does not
Include meetings with the three
top-seeded conference teams, because of rain cancellations, BG
should finish anywhere from first
to fourth.
Coa :h Msl Brodt echoed that
forecast when he said, "We will
shoot for the top, and If we don't
get that, we will try for the next
rung, and If we don't get that,

today If It was not for certain men,
mainly Jim Brown (team captain),
who kept mo going," revealed Allen.
Allen proved his worth to the
team last year when he high
Jumped 6-8 1/4 for a new BG record, and long-Jumped 23-9 for a
personal high. "Last year I was
progressing fairly well until I had
the misfortune of spraining an ankle before the conference meet."
The probability of Allen ever
reaching the
6-8 height again
Is hampered by a lingering knee
Injury, which has caused Stan to
spend more practice time on horizontal Jumping.
"At this stage the long Jump
(formerly the broad Jump) Is my
best event because the pain from
the knee Is easier to tolerate in
It, but I would consider the triple Jump one of my weakest events."
Allen's versatility sometimes
keeps him busier than a bartender
at the C.I. during "happy hour."
He competed in as many as five
events In one meet last year, including the 440 yard and one mile
relay teams. Stan was a member
of the 440 yard relay team 'hat
now holds the record of 40.8 seconds. "I am a team man, I like
to win, and I love competition,"
explained the Falcons' field event
counterpart to the runners' workhorse, Sid Sink.
Stan will find plenty of competition today and tomorrow, and will
undoubtedly find victory more elusive than he has so far in racking
up two double win afternoons. The
confident senior probably has the
best chance of winning in the long
Jump, followed by the triple jump,
and high Jump.

STEP BY STEP - The first step for thinclad Stan Allen it a
poised start, intense concentration, then a long trek up the
Tarton runway and climaxed by his leap and finishing kick.
(Photo by Brian Stiffens).

Key events for Falcons
i. Best MAC performance of 1969
2. Best BG performance of 1969 440 HURDLES
Miles Lowry, Mia
Jim Gagnet, BG
100 YARD DASH
Bobby James, BG
:09.4(w)
STEEPLECHASE
Jerry Llebenberg, WM
3NE MILE
Sid Sink, BG
4:10.7
Sid Sink, BG
THREE MILE
Art Coolldge.KS
Sid Sink, BG

13:52.4
14:01.6

SIX MILE
Sid Sink, BG

28:50.6

HIGH HURDLES
Cralg Maul, OU
Paul Zitco, BG

LONG JUMP;
Tony Crawford, OU
Stan Allen, BG

53.5(n)
55.1
8:56.1
9:08.2
23-10
22-81/2

SHOT PUT
Dean Langenderfer, TU 57-9 1/2
Merl Michaells, BG
52-2

14.0 DISCUS
Jim Reardon, BG
14.0

171-8

we will try for the next rung, etc."
"Mentally and physically, I think
the team is ready, although (Merl)
Michaells, (Bobby) James, and
(Paul) Talklngton are not in peak
condition."
According to Miami coach Stan
Imhul.se whose squad was 6-1 this
season, "Western Michigan has to
be favored. They are the defending
champs and they will be running
before their home crowd.
Although Coach Brodt did not
predict a winner, he said, "I don't
quite see it that way," referring
to the Broncos' role as favorites,
and the Falcon mentor seemed to
favor the Bobcats.
OU has been widely considered a
threat to the domination of MAC
track by Western and M ami because of a surplus of top performers
in the field events, led by Dive
Leltch and Don Fish.'
The Falcons have one of the
best field men in the league, too,
In the defending discus champion,
Jim Reardon.
Paul Talklngton will be trying to
defend his six m.'le title today.
The pressure will be o n sophomore Sink.
Sid will probably have his toughest race today In the steeplechase,
which he has run only once, despite
his preference for the unusual running event. Tomorrow, Sink will
occupy himself with the one and
three mile races.
Bobby James (100) Jim Reardon
(discus), Paul Zitco 'hurdles) Stan
Allen (long Jump), and the 440 yard
relay team of James, Jim Gagnet,
Bob Home, and captain Jim Brown
are also strong contenders for
titles.

Netters scramble for second
By KEN BERZOF
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's band of seven
weary tennis players left for Western Michigan University yesterday
to
compete in the MAC tennis
championship
matches to be
played today and tomorrow.
The Falcon netters enter the
tournament having completed a 106 winning record for this season's
play, and a 4-1 ledger against
MAC opponents, second behind Toledo's record of 6-0.
Coach Bob Gill Is hoping for a
second place finish it Western
Michigan, but noted that the players are a little tired, although
not riddled by any injuries. The
team underwent a tough second
half of the season, ending last
Saturday In a tough match against
Ohio University that lasted more
than four hours, BG winning It,
5-4.
"The two teams that worry me
are Toledo and Ohio," Gill said.
"Ohio proved that they are Just
as good as we are."
As it stands now, Toledo
is everybody's favorite to take top
honors. The consensus Is foi
Toledo to win the singles title
at the number one, two, and three
positions, as well as the number
one doubles.
In MAC dual play, Toledo won
52 of their 54 matches. Only
Ohio and Kent managed to stave
off shutouts, each losing 8-1.
The battle for second place
should be among Bowling Green,
Ohio, and Kent, with possibly Western Michigan.
For the Falcons, Dennis Cavanaugh, (number one singles player) will take with him an 11-5
season's record, the number two
player, Mike Miller, a 12-4 record.
Mike Costello, who finished last
year with a singles record of 114, takes with him this year's mark
of 11-5 to compete at the numberthree singles position.
In doubles competition, Dennis
Cavanaugh and Mike Miller, 10-6
on the year as a doubles team,
will vie for the number one spot.
Mike Costello and Dan Norris
will play at the number two doubles, and the successful team of
Mark Goldner and Guenter Herold,
whose clutch performances have
turned several possible defeats into last match victories. Together
thev will try to bring home the

championship in the number three
doubles position.
Ohio finished the season at 3-2
in league play, and has top players Steve Modell and Lee Adams
back. They teamed up for the second doubles position In the championship.
Kent State Is the other team that
should give BG trouble in their
quest for second place although
only 1-4 In the MAC.
The other teams, Miami, Marshall, and Western Michigan aren't
expected to make any real dents
In the final standings, although
Western Michigan always poses a
threat.

"The key to our chances is our
doubles play," Gill said, In summing up the Falcons' chances of
finishing only one spot behind favored Toledo.
The matches will be played on the
Kalamazoo College tennis courts
adjacent to Western Michigan University campus. First round singles matches start at 9 a.m., and
the semi-finals begin at 1 p.m.
At 3 p.m., the doubles matches
begin.
Tomorrow's play opens with the
semi-final matches of the doubles
competition. The finals in the singles matches start at 11 a.m.
and at 2:30 p.m. the doubles finals
start.

TOP HOPES -- Whether singles or doubles, Dennis Cavanaugh
(foreground) and Mike Miller are the top Falcon hopes in the
MAC championships at Western. (Photo by John Jackson).
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Lacrossers host
Bishops in finale
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Falcon lacrossers will be seeking
to bolt down their second straight
runner-up finish In the Midwest
standing when they host Ohio Wesleyan tomorrow at 2 p.m. In Doyt
Perry Stadium.
IV.
The unjraclous visitors will be
threatening the Falcons' sole possession of the second spot and with
an upset could grab a share of
the honors. Wesleyan rebounded
from several early losses on their
spring trip to subtlely and successi.
fully move through their Midwest
schedule losing only 5-2 to Oberlln and 10-4 to Denlson.
■\**s**»
_W*
Winning by about six goals a
game, the Bishops have made as
little noise In running up a 3-2
ledger.
lacrosse player session while his teammate nabs the groundball
They have rarely erupted In the
recent practice pickup. (Photo by Brian Steffens)
fashion that has helped the Falcons
to a glossy 12.1 offensive average
and 134 goals for a new record.
The lone exception was a 2 2-5 drubbing of the Cleveland Club.
"They haven't had a really big
vlnclng 24-8 record Into the Champ- be in the medalist fight all the game scoring wise outside of the
Cleveland match," said Falcon
lonshlps. Alw-jys a threat and often way.
coach Mickey Cochrane, "but they
the winner, the Bobcats have finhave managed to hold other teams
ished at the top of the MAC heap
Women sports end
down and get enough to win."
eight times In the eleven years.
Bowling Green with a crisp 4-1
A senior, Ludi Schenk, and a sophrecord In the Midwest will be lookseasons Saturday
omore, Slugger White, lead the
ing for Its 11th win overall against
attack for the Bobcats. Schenk, the
a single defeat for the best mark
Four
women's
intercolteam captain, is averaging 76.6
In the Midwest despite dropping
legiate
teams
will
end
their
strokes, while White carries a
the crown in their lone loss to
seasons this weekend, all on
76.7 average.
Denlson. The Falcons drubbed the
the road.
Coach Kermlt Blosser's forces
Ohio Wesleyan 16-6 last year after
The tennis team, which
also won the MAC Invitational at
a slow start.
placed third in the Kalamazoo
lluntlngton, West Virginia, earlier
Cochrane expects Wesleyan to be
College
Tournament
in
May,
this season.
a much more formidable opponent
will participate In the Ohio
Kent State (16-3-1) will defend
this timo around.
College
Women's Tennis
Its title with a deadly combina"Skill-wise, they are probably
Tournament Saturday, at Ohio
tion of golfers, three of whom played
State.
on last season's championship team.
Freshman Noel Jablonskl
Bob Barto, John Mrus, and Rick
who
placed fifth in the InterMeeker have done most of the damcollegiate Midwest Golf Tourage this season for the Flashes.
nament at Illinois State UniMeeker's best round this season Is
versity will compete along
a 68, which he shot in an earlywith her other teammates at
By DAVID EGBERT
season match at Miami.
Kent State.
Assistant Sports Editor
The women's soft ball team
Miami's coach Rodger Cromar
With the Mid-American Conferwill be traveling to Ashland
was the first to term his team
ence race going into Its final weekCollege for a doubleheader.
this year as "one of the best golf
end of competition, Bowling
The team .'.s currently 3-3
teams I've had." His players have
Green's role in the remaining acThe women's track and field
lived up to that description. Senior
tion will be mainly an attempt to
Herm Kaiser Is the main cog for
team will participate In a trlbe the league spoiler.
meet with Kent State and Ohio
the Redskins. Kaiser, MAC medalThe Falcon's slim chance for a
University at Kent Saturday.
ist last season, has been playing
championship could only come aconsistently well for the Redskins
bout should the Falcons sweep
this year.
Miami, as most MAC coaches
wlU agree, Is a team to bs wary
of at Kalamazoo this weekend.

U

i

Mk

lHARD LIFE ■■ This Falcon
|takes his share of knocks in n

Golfers c/oseouf at MAC
By ALEX ANGELLE
Sports Writer
Mid - American Conference
fcoaches will send their best six
layers into action this weekend at
tie Gull Lake Country Club In
(alamazoo, Michigan, for this seam's MAC Championships.
It promises to be a well b-U anted tournament, with several teams
lible to win top honors. However,
Inost spectators will be keeping
llielr eyes on Ohio University,
lilam', and last year's champions,
|Cent State.
Tom Bohardt would like nothing
etter than to bow out of colleglIte golf as a medalist - champion,
lie won two years ago, as a sophjmore, and has been playing lnI reasingly better during the latter
[•art of this season, so he must be
fated as a possible winner again
his time.
Coach Forrest Creason, who Is
In his last season as Bowling
llreen's golf coach, gives his team
longshot chance of winning it all
It Kalamazoo, but a good shot
It causing trouble and finishing
I it'll in the final standings.
He will send Rod Hill (84.7),
lohn Anderson (78.0), Cralg Leislar (81.1), Ed Hadaway (81.6), Sid
Itodeheffer (84.0) and his ace,
1'om Bohardt (78.8), Into action at
lie Gull Lake course.
Play In the two-day, 54-hole
humamiint gets underway Friday
ffternoon ani concludes Saturday.
Ohio University will bring a con-

I'ickets available
Ifor CCC meet
Tbi number of entries for the
entral Collegiate Conference
lack championships, that will be
eld June 6-7 at Bowling Green
[tate University, continue to grow.
This week's entries have upped
lie field for the 44th annual CCC
I namplon ships to a total of 22 teams.
The newest schools to step Into
lie CCC competition are Indiana,
lie runnerup In the recent Big
en Championships, DePauL, Inlana State, Kentucky State, Mlch:an State, Missouri, Northwestern,
hlo State, Southern Illinois, KanPis, Miami, Drake, Cincinnati and
j urray State.
Tickets for the meet are priced
$2.50 for the entire meet and
1.50 for a single day's session.
judent tickets are $1 dally. Adnce tickets can be purchased at
owllng Green's Athletic Office
id at BGSU's Student Union.
[Tickets will also be available at
|e gate during the two days of the
leet.
] Between 30 and 40 teams with
proxlmately 400 contestants, are
tpected to have entered the CCC
fmpetition by the tim i the entries
ose on May 30.
|As should be expected, these
iros will bring a great array
outstanding Individual track
|lent. For example, Indiana's team
highlighted by a pair of sprintis, Larry Highbaugh and Mike
odrlch.

the best team we'll see, second
only to Denlson," said Cochrane.
"They'll provide a good challenge
and we are taking them seriously."
Ohio Wesleyan will enjoy excellent depth, especially on the mldfleld where they have four units
available.
Barry White heads the first unit
with 17 goals and John Koegel the
second with 11, both veterans. An
other returner Wiley Corl, has six
goals on the season as does Bill
Long. All three Bishop attackmen
were in action last season and
spread around the scoring.
"They distribute the scoring around like we do," said Cochrane.
"They don't have the individual totals though because they really
haven't had the big scores."
Wesleyan will present a stern
challenge for the high scoring Falcons offense, with a stingy trio of
defenders in Steve Richard, Steve
Jackson, and veteran Ross Long.
Combined with the solid goal performance of returner Jan Bar an the
defenders have been enjoying the
most success for the Bishops.
Baran Is leading the Midwest is
saves.
Bowling Green takes a strong
pride in their own defense which
■has limited 11 foes to 5.4 goals
a contest and a big challenge Is
thrown at the moderate scoring
Bishop offense.
The clash for the runner-up spot
will be the final appearance for
six seniors who have played key
roles In establishing the finest
lacrosse record ever at BG. Attacl-.man Steve Hart and Terry
Smith, midfielders Pete Farrell,
Chuck Winters, Mike Hicks anddefensemen Pete O'Donnell and Bob
Bartels.

Falcons play spoiler role
in MAC race against OU

Western Michigan got a late start
this season because of bad weather,
but the Broncos have been coming
on strong and fast In the past
weeks. Timo Kllpelalnen has been
proving all season why he was given
All-American honors. A native of
Finland, Kllpelalnen now looks like
a tough man to beat for the Individual medalist spot, the entire
Western team could be a real threat
since they will be playing on their
home course.
Toledo had an 11-6 record this
season, but the Rockets' coach,
Barney Francis, gives his team
little chance of winning the championship. However, Toledo's Pat
Mooney, with a 77.0 average, will

Intramural notes
Alpha Tau Omega and Kohl Hall
captured the fraternity and residence hall track and field championship at Whlttaker Track. The
ATO's took four firsts and totaled
39 points while Kohl used 41 for
the Independent title.
New records set In independent
action came by Zidlk of Bromfleld
with a 23.1 in the 220 and Hymes
of Compton with a 51.5 In the 440.
New fraternity marks came by
Belton of ZBT with a 2:06 in the
880 an 1 the ATO 880 relay team
with a 1:35.1. Hanna of ZBT ran
a 23 flat In the 220.
The aU-sports races In the fraternity and residence hall divisions are running down to the
wire. Rodgers Gl heads their circuit with 157.5 points to Kohl's
152. The SAE's with 106.5 are on
top with a slim lead over Phi
Delta Theta 104.

EDGING AWAY •- Just as this Bronco base runner leads off toward Jim Barry (BG/.4MU and OU have edged ahead for good in
the diamond race. (Photo by Larry Nighswander)

league leading Ohio University
while Toledo dumps second place
Western Michigan two out of three
times.
Current standings show BG in
third with a 7-5 mark following
OU (10-3) and WM (10-4). Marshall trails Bowling Green by one
game at 7-7.
Most of the baseball attention will
be focused on the Ohlo-BG series.
Ohio could win the title outright
by sweeping the three games. However, BG has stopped all conference foes at least once, and
last weekend knocked Western
Michigan off the top perch by taking one of three games.
Western needs a series sweep
at Toledo, plus a boost from Bowling Green to finish on top.
Tha weather, which has played
a large role so far, could be a key
again. The championship is determined on a percentage basis
which means the Bobcats would
take the title If the Bowling Green
series should be washed out regardless of the outcome at Toledo.
Any way you look at It though,
It doesn't look like the 21 year
dynasty (which has seen either
the Broncos or the Bobcats win
the loop crown) Is going to terminate this season.
Playing In their last games of
the season will be starters Jim
Barry, 1st; Russ Hagerty, rf; and
captain Greg Miller, If. Reliever
Tom Theis and Jim Lelnlnger
will be seeing their last duty on
the pitching mound.
Although these holes will be hard
to fill, the Falcons have the rest
of the lineup back, including all
three starting pitchers which will
probably go against OU, Ron Wellman, Bill Grelr. and Terry Bork.
The Falcons will take a season
record of 16-16 into the Bobcat
frays with a .500 season hanging
In the balance.
Ohio University will have a trip
to the NCAA tournament riding on
the Falcon series.
Lineups for the Friday single
game and Saturday's doubleheader
will be John Knox, 2nd; Mel Karnehm, ss; Greg Miller, If; Russ
Hagerty, rf; Bruce Rasor, c; Jim
McKenzle, cf; Jim Barry, 1st;
Bob Hill or Mike Harris; and the
pitcher.
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Analysis and interpretation — 'Uncle Meat
By BILL CUHHINS
"Today, a revolution can be <n
complishod by means of mass media,
with technical advance that
Modison Avenue is using to sell
you washing machines and a loaf
of bread and everything else. This
can be used to change the whole
country
around
-- painlessly.
--Frank Zappa

The latest album by the Mo'hers
of Invention Is entitled "Uncle
Meat". Frank Zappa iescr'bes it
aj "an libom of mwa''. "rom a
mo ''e yo-i will MV4T S*' to ■«•."
The film "Uncle Meat" Is a surrealistic documentary about the
growth ani developmi'M' i> the Mothers. Tne film haj been In production 'o- naarly four years and In
Its final unedited version Is fou -teen
hours long. It Is ;»sslble that It

arts

page
will premiere In New York City
this summer.
One of the most Important things
to be understood in any evaluation
of the music of "Uncle Meat" Is
the date of the albums recodlng.
It was recorded In a five month
period of time from Oct. 1967 to
Feb. 1968.
When one considers that In this
same time period Dylan recorded
"John Wesly Harding" and the Beatles recorded "Magical Mystery
Tour" and "Lady Madonna", the
musical precoslty of the album Is
even more striking.
The total construction of "Uncle
Meat" Is very similar to that of
Zappa's ballet "Lumpy Gravy".
Long Instrumental passages are
punctuated by songs, monologues
and collage effects.
The difference between "Uncle
Meat" and "Lumpy Gravy" Is that
the latter Zappa was working with
full orchestra accompaniment while
the former uses only the musical
skills of the members of the group.
The "songs" of the album (there
are only six) may seem on first
hearing to be similar to those on
"Kuben and the Jets", but In actu-

ality they are very far from the
structure of R, n' B. "Crusln'
for Burgers" for example, lsoperetlc In both Its musical and lyrical
style.
On the wnole the lyrics do show
a change from what Zappa has done
In the past. There are few examples
of either bitter satire or blatant
humor, two characteristics which
have been com man to most ot
Zappa's writings.
Instead, it seem that the lyrics
contain nothing more than a series
of In-Jokes which only members of
the group would understand or
appreciate. The purpose of the lyrics of "Uncle Meat" seems only
to accompany the music rather than
vice versa.
When most critics, even those of
the underground press, get around
to reviewing music of Frank Zappa,
they always seem to place undue
emphasis on those musicians who
they think have Influenced Zappa.
Thus you may hear names such as
Kdgar Varese, Charles Ives and
Karlhelnz Stockhausen In any
stereotyped discussion of Zappa's
"serious" music.
The fact that these critics seem
to forget Is that in each new composition, Zappa's music becomes
more, rather than less, original which Is what the critics might have
you think. "Uncle Meat" definately
brings this out.
The music as a whole is still
just as dlssonent as that of "Lumpy
Gravy" but In some sections the
odd combinations of music and
Instruments come out strangely
beautiful.
Another factor In the musical
evaluation Is the fact that Zappa Is
now drawing more heavily on the
Individual musical talents of the
members of the band.
In the Instrumental "King Kong"
each member of the band has his
own section of improvisation and
can take the music In any direction.
The results are often very satisfying.
One of the important things about
"Uncle Meat" Is that It Is the first
album which the Mothers have done
which has not been heavily censured. This Is due to the fact
that Zappa's record lable, Bizarre,
Is now being distributed by Warner
Brothers rather than by M3M.
In his contract with Warner Brothers there Is a stipulation that
they have no means of legal censorship of an album's content or
packaging. This may be Zappa's
most Important advancement yet.

f At the theatre
University Theatre presents
musical comedy 'Brigadoon'
By DANEENE J. FRY
Lerner's and LoewVs musical
comedy "Brigadoon" Is currently
appearing at the Joe E. Brown
Theatre In University Hall. The
play, under the direction of Dr.
Allen Kepke, professor of speech,
and Dr. Ivan Trussler, professor
of music, Is the University Theatre's major musical production of
the season.
Ohe plot involves two contemporary American travelers, lost In
the highlands of Scotland, who
stumble upon a mysterious 18th
century village—Brigadoon. The
play, which takes place In May
of this year, combines music,
comedy and a touch of tragedy
into a delightful, but trite, "happy
ending."
Robert ( oe, a Junior In Education, portrays Tommy Albright,
one of the American traveler*,
who becomes totally enchanted with
Brigadoon In general—Fiona, a
girl from Brigadoon, In particular.
Although there are a few rough
spots In Coe's performance, the
portrayal of the young man who
feels "some things you believe
In are more important than the
things you hare" Is good.
Linda Kaye Brooke, a Junior in

Education, portrays Fiona, the girl
who believes that "you should get
married only when you want to
stay together all your lives." Agaln, Miss Brooke's performance
Is very good.
Ronald Ruble, graduate student
In speech and Barbara Turk, freshman In Education provide brilliant
comedy performances. Their performance of their scene at the
Brockle shed Is one of the highlights of the play.
Other good performances are by
William Davis, sophomore In Education, as Charlie Dalrymple; Leann Plute, senior In Liberal Arts,
as Lean MacLaren; and Tom Parrot, as Harry Beaton.
The play has a few slow moments, but for the most part It
is a good presentation. Highlights of the play are "I'll Go
Home with Bonnie Jean," "Come
to Me, Bend to Me," "My Mother's Wedding Day," and "Reprises
In the New York Bar."
The orchestra, conducted by Dr.
Trussler, provides excellent accompaniment for the musical numbers. Tne choreography, directed
by Jann Graham-Glann, teaching
fellow In speech, has a few rough
spots, but Is on the whole, very
good.

Frank Zappa
(Photo by Elliott Landy)

Whirled of wax
By LEE STEPHENSON
"Johnny Winter," Columbia,
$3.77

Johnny Winter has been predicted
by many to be the next superstar
of the music world. After listening
to his first album released under
his new $300 thousand contract,
I'm 'nclined to agree.
Winter plays blues. It's a new mix
that hasn't really hit the market
until now and one that I think will
meet with considerable success.
The sound is more traditional blues
than most you may be used to bu'
Is extremely progressive lnstrumentally — sort of a Butterfleld
approach with Mayall type material.
Johnny Winter displays his talents
equally well on vocals, electric and
accoustlcal guitar. He has been
compared with Mike Bloomfleld,
whom he performed with six years
ago.
The discovery of Johnny Winter
is somewhat of a story In Itself.
Not a newcomer to the field, his
initial exposure was the result of
an article In "Rolling Stone."
Along with his rags-to- riches
story, Winter says his music hasn't
changed appreciably In years; another lesson learned In the unpredictable recording business.
Winter's speed on the guitar Is
exceptional as shown on "BeCareful With a Fool" on side one.
The accompaniment by Tommy
Shannon on bass ani John Turner
on drums provides the same secure backup feeling you get with
Hendrlx's boys and the Instrumentation on the tracks with horns Is
excellent.
"At Your Birthday Party,"
Steppenwolf, Dunhill, $4.79--

John Kay and Steppenwolf come
through with more of the same in
their most recent release featuring "Rock Me."
More of the same for Steppenwolf means more good material,
good vocals, good arrangements and
all-around decent album.
If anything the Steppenwolf sound
Is becoming more sophisticated as
the group watches sales mount on
their third successful album. In
addition to the recently popular
"Rock Me,"
other Impressive
tracks Include "Don't Cry" and
"It's Never Too Late."
"My Way," Frank Sinatra,
Reprise, $4.79--

The nearly Inevitable occurs
again as Franky cranks out another
sterling performance on his umpteenth album. Sinatra may have had
a couple of du Is in his day but.
"My Way" certainly Isn't one of
them.

The material Is fairly recent for
the most part with orchestration
arranged and conducted by Don
Costa. The orchestra is very sensitive In sections as in the Jimmy
Webb composition, "Didn't We"
b-.it impressively bold on others.
Other outstanding tracks Include
"Watch What Happens," "All My
Tomorrows," "h* You Go Away"
and the title song of the album.
"Lovin' Things," The Grassroots,
Dunhill. $3.77--

The Grassroots Is, in my opinion
one of the most underrated groups
in the music scene today. This
most recent effort by the foursome
certainly rates critical acclaim.
The lyrics, for the most part,
are not weighed but the performance Is superb. Nearly all of
the tracks are backed by full orchestration which Is excellently
arranged.
Tne talent displayed by the group
both Instrumeutally and vocally is
Impressive. Some of the vocal harmony Is particularly notable.
The overall sound Is probably
best characterized by very solid
rhythm and flawless performance.
Particularly impressive tracks
in addition to the recently popular
"Lovin' Things" are "Live for
Love," "I Get So Excited" and
the group's most recent release,
"The River Is Wide."
AH four new releases are available at the University Bookstore In
the Student Services Building.
Appearing locally this weekend
are The New Spirit at the Canterbury Inn and The Majority of
Six at the Griffin. Both groups will
be on hand for both Friday and
Saturday nights.

Arts
Calendar

NET FESTIVAL — WBGU, channel 70 will
present "The World of Jos« Llmon," an hourlong program 'raring the career of a dancer
choreographer-lmpressario, at 9p.m. tomorrow.
BAND CONCERT — The School of Music presents an outdoor band concert at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
CRYPT — Will have a discussion and program night 9:30 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. tonight.
"Sound Oh*" night for local talent will be presented from 9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m tomorrow at
the UCF Center.
STUDKNT RECITAL — Cathy Sarago, violinist, will perform at 3 p.m. Sunday In the Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg. It Is free
and open to the public.
FACULTY CHAMBER MUSIC RECITAL —Will
be presented at 8:15 p.m. Sunlay, In the Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg.

"The

green
sieet

FOR MAY 26 THROUGH JUNE 1
'

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND INFORMATION FOR FACULTY STAFF. STUDENTS

Calendar

MONDAY, MAY 26

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Sixth Annual Falcon Hunter Reunion
Recruiters who visit the placement
office with the prospect of hiring
BGSU grads will be honored at this
annual "Falcon Hunter Reunion Seminar,
People Pickers Picnic and Recruiter
of the Year Awards Day." The program
calls for entertainment by the Phi Mu
Washboard Band, the Ohio premier of
"the first underground college recruiting film," golf, campus tours,
and a good time hour at the Holiday
Inn. Dr. James G. Bond will deliver
the keynote address. James L. Galloway will give the "State of the
Recuiter" address and present Falcon
Hunter awards.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

11 a.m.

Journalism Seminar
Joseph McCammon, district editor of
Ford Motor Publications, Ypsilanti,
Mich., will be the speaker. His topic
is "internal Publications." The seminar
is part of the regular Jour. 3*»0 course
program, but is open to anyone interested.
Contact Dr. Ray Derr, ext 3860, if you
wish to attend. Mr. McCammon will also
give another talk at 2 p.m. (See calendar
below.)
Capital Room, Union.

2 p.m.

Journalism Seminar
Joseph McCammon (see calendar for 11 a.m. above) will
discuss "Internal Communications for Management" with
students in the Jour. 56l class. The seminar is open to
anyone interested. Contact Dr. Ray Derr, ext. 3860, if
you plan to attend.
Taft Room, Union.

3:U5-5:U5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

k p.m.

Panhellenic Council Meeting
Alumni Room, Union

6 p.m.

Poetry Class — Non-credit Course
Offered in cooperation with the free university program.
Open to all students and members of the faculty.
Room 303, Moseley Hall.

6:30 p.m.

AWS Leadership Dessert
Outstanding women leaders on campus are the guests of
AWS for this annual event. Attendance by invitation only.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

6:30 p.m.

Antaean Society Meeting
Antaeans will meet to select candidates for membership in
the Greek Men's honor society.
Taft Room, Union.

7 p.m.

Faculty Pistol Club
Hayes Hall.

7 p.m.

Inter-Fraternity Pledge Council Meeting
Alumni Room, Union.

7:30 p.m.

Speech Department Class Performance
A series of readings of poetry and prose, entitled "God,
Mother, Country and Other Postcards," will be presented by
the advanced oral interpretation class, Speech 302, taught
by Dr. Lois Cheney. The program is free and open to the public.
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall.

8 p.m.

Bowling Green Panhellenic Association Meeting
Bridge and dessert. Open to all alumnae of national
sororities.
Pink Dogwood Room, Union.

9 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega Meeting
Capital Room, Union.

TUESDAY, MAY 27
9:30 a.m.

International Visitors Host Com.nit.tee Meeting
Regular monthly meeting. All interested persons are invited
to attend. Call the International Programs Office, ext. 2733
for more information.
Lounge, International Center.

3 p.m.

Athletic Committee Meeting
Taft Room, Union.

3 U5-5:U5 p.m.q

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

6 p.m.

United Christian Fellowship Worship
Open to the public.
Prout Chapel.

6:15 p.m.

Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting
Capital Room, Union.

6:30 p.m.

College of Education Honors Banquet
First annual dinner recognizing outstanding students in the
College of Education. Awards and scholarships will be presented. By invitation only.
Alumni Room, Union.

6:30 p.m.

Department of Speech Dessert
Awards to outstanding students in the departmen"'. cl speech
will be presented at this annual event. The dessert is open
to the university community, and especially co speech majors,
minors, and faculty. Tockets are 6C# and may be obtained at
the speech department office, 338 South hall. Pie and coffee
will be served and entertainment will be provided by Theta
Alpha Phi, dramatic fraternity.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

7 p.m.

Tau Beta Sigma Meeting
River Room, Union.

7 p.m.

Hockey Meeting
All women interested in participating in either intramural
or extramural field hockey next fall are asked to attend.
Room 100, Women's Building.

7:30 p.m.

American Association of University Professors Meeting
Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.

7:30 - 8:15 p.m.

Collegium Musicum Concert
A concert of music in early America, by the University
Madrigal Singers with instrumentalists. Conducted by
Oliver Chamberlain. Free and open to the public.
Prout Chapel.

8:15 F.m.

Student Recital
Celia Jones, violin, and John Hartman, voice, will perform.
xhe- program is free and open to the public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Building.
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 28
8:30 a.m. - U p.m.

Pre-Registration for Fall Quarter
Seniors (students who will have earned 135 or more quarter
hours at the end of the current term) and juniors who have
earned 120 hours or more at the end of the quarter are
asked to pre-register today. Pre-registration is by the
number of hours earned thus far, with seniors with 180 hours
or more registering first. "Newspapers" containing exact
times for registration and a schedule of classes have been
delivered to all dormitories and sorority houses. Commuters
and residents of fraternity houses may obtain a copy at
the information window, Adm. Bldg.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

9 a.m.

Region 6 — National Association of Purchasing Management
Members from Ohio, West Virginia, Rei/ York, and parts of
Pennsylvania, will hold their meeting and luncheon on the
BGSU campus.
Alumni Room, and White Dogwood Suite, Union.

10 a.m.

Admissions Office Campus Tour
Approximately 50 students from Cleveland East High School
will meet with representatives of the admissions office,
to be followed by a campus tour. Members of Angle Flight
will serve as tour guides.
Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.

3:30 p.m.

Graduate Speech Seminar
Graduate speech students in public address will meet to
discuss and critique the past year's activities in their
last seminar of the academic year. Dr. Yeager will be the
special speaker. Coffee will be served.
Taft Room, Union.

3:^5 - 5:^5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

k p.m.

Inter-Sorority Pledge Council Meeting
Wayne Room, Union.

5 p.m.

WIA Wakan
WIA members will leave the Women's Building at 5 p.m. for
Oak Openings Park for this traditional spring outing.

6 p.m.

College of Business Administration Honors Banquet
For students receiving awards and scholarships through the
College of Business Administration and its departments.
Faculty representatives from each department, retiring
faculty members, and representatives of companies donating
scholarships will also be present. Dean Vogt will present
a talk. By invitation only.
White Dogwood Suite, Union.
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6:30 p.m.

College of Liberal Arts. Honors. Banquet
Hosted by the Liberal Arts Council, this first annaul dinner
will recognize retiring members of the liberal arts faculty
and outstanding liberal arts students. Awards and scholarships will be presented. By invitation only.
Alumni Room, Union.

7 p.m.

Outdoor Band Concert
The University Symphonic Band, under the direction of Mark
Kelly, will perform in the annual spring event. Free and open
to the public.
Inner Campus, east of Ad. Bldg. and north of School of Music.

7 p.m.

International Circle K Meeting
All men interested in Joining this Kiwanis-affiliated group
are welcomed at the meetings.
River Room, Union.

7 p.m.

Religions of Man — Non-credit Course
Open to faculty members and students, this course is bas.ed
on Huston Smith's The Religions of Man. This session will
begin a study of Islam. Offered through the free university
program in cooperation with the United Christian Fellowship.
Second Floor Lounge, Anderson Hall, Harshman Quad.

7 p.m.

U.A.O. Contract Bridge Lessons
Lessons are taught by Mrs. W..E. Steidtmann and are open to
all students who have registered.
Harrison-Wayne Room, Union.

7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

7:30 p.m.

"The University and Society"
Free university class discussion of the successes, failures,
and relevance of the university. Open to the university
community.
Room 303, Moseley Hall.

THURSDAY, MAY 20
8:15 a.m. - U:30 p.m.

Pre-Registration for Fall Quarter
Juniors who will have earned 119 quarter hours or less at
the end of the current term and sophomores who will have
earned 87 quarter hours or more are asked to pre-register
today. "Newspapers" containing exact times for pre-registration and a schedule of classes have been delivered to
all dormitories and sorority houses. Commuters and residents of fraternity houses may obtain a copy at the
information window, Adm. Bldg.
Grand Ballroom, Union.
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3 p.m.

Lutheran Student Association Coffee Hour
Coffee and conversation. Free and open to the public'
River Room, Union

3:^5 - 5:^5 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

6 p.m.

Industrial Education Association Banquet
For members of the group, industrial education faculty, and
anyone interested. Tickets are $3.25. Mr. CJ. Kolezynski,
supervisor of industrial education in Cleveland's public
schools, will speak on industrial education in the city
of Cleveland immediately following the dinner.
Alumni Room, Union.

6:30 - 7 p.m.

Christian Science Organization Testimony Meeting
Open to the public.
Prout Chapel.

7 p.m.

Arnold Air Society Meeting
Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.

9 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega Pledge Meeting
Taft Room, Union.

FRIDAY, MAY 30

(Memorial Day — No Classes)

3:**5 - 5:^5

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

5 p.m.

UCF Retreat
Theme of this weekend retreat is "Toward a Christian
Understanding of Selfhood." Participants are asked to meet
at the UCF building with luggage and bedrolls. Departure
time is 5 p.m. Michael Cordner, marriage and family counselor
at the Child and Family Service, Toledo, will be the speaker
and discussion leader. Cost of the retreat is $6 per person,
which covers meals, lodging, transportation, and snacks.
Reservations and checks must be in by May 26 at the UCF
Center.
Waterloo State Park, Chelsea, Michigan.

6:30 p.m.

Jewish Student Congregation Worship
Prout Chapel.

7=30 - 9=30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

SATURDAY, MAY 31
10 a.m.

Track
BGSU will compete in the All-Ohio Championships.
Oxford, Ohio.
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3:30 - 5:30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Public Skating Session
Ice Arena.

SUNDAY, JUNE 1
10:30 a.m. - • Noon

Lutheran Student Worship
Services conducted by the Rev. Paul Tuchardt.
public.
Prout Chapel.

Open to the

11 a.m. - Noon

St. Thomas Moore University Parish Mass
Mid-Am Room, Harshman Quadrangle.

1:30 p.m.

Cricket
BGSU Cricket Club vs. Toledo Cricket Club.
Scott Park, Toledo, 0.

2-5 p.m.

Bromfield Hall Open House
Bromfield Hall, Harshman Quadrangle.

3 p.m.

Student Recital
Ruth Mason, Pianist, will perform. Free and open to the
public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Building.

6 p.m.

Farewell Dinner
Dr. Gilbert W. Cook, retiring professor of finance, will
be guest of honor. Members of the College of Business Administration and friends have been invited.
Alumni Room, Union.

7 p.m.

Omega Phi Alpha Meeting
River Room, Union.

8 p.m.

Scuba Club Meeting (Fin-N-Falcon)
Room 3lU, University Hall.

8:15 p.m.

Joint Student Recital
Russ Harbough, cellist, and Victor Price, pianist, will
perform. Free and open to the public.
Recital Hall, School of Music Building.
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Lectures and Seminars
JOURNALISM
Monday, May 26, 11 a.m.

JOURNALISM
Monday, May 26, 2 p.m.

"Internal Publications"
Joseph McCaramon, district editor of Ford Motor
Publications, is the speaker. His talk is part
of the Jour. 3**0 course program, but is open to
anyone interested. Contact Dr. Ray Derr, ext.
3860, if you plan to attend.
Capital Room, Union.
"internal Communications for Management"
Joseph McCammon, district editor of Ford Motor
Publications, will speak to students of the
Jour. 56l class. Any interested students are
invited. Contact Dr. Ray Derr, ext. 3860, if
you plan to attend are are not a member of the
class.
Taft Room, Union.
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Announcements

CARNATION ROOM. Effective Sunday, June 1, the Carnation Room Buffet
will be served only at noon on Sundays. There will be no evening buffet.
GREEN SHEET. The final issue of the Green Sheet this quarter will appear
June 2 and will include all events for the final week of classes and exam week.
Notices of any events during these last two weeks of the quarter should be in
by Monday, May 26, to Mrs. Marilyn Braatz, University News Service, Adm. Bldg.,
or call ext. 2635. Thanks to all those who responded to last week's Green
Sheet Questionnaire.
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WBGU-FM Radio

HIGHLIGHTS
Tuesday, May 27
2:30 p.m.

DO NOT FOLD: "Up, Up, and Away" is this week's
program, dealing with the impact of computers on the
mainstream of America, transportation. This weekly
series features guest commentaries on the constantly
growing applications of electronic data processing and
lends new meaning to the slogan of the computer age,
"Do Not Fold, Bend, Staple or Mutilate This Card."

MUSIC SCHEDULE

Monday, May 26
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
Tuesday, May 27
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
Wednesday, May 28
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
Thursday, May 29
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
Friday, May 30
7 p.m.
9 p.m.
Saturday, May 31
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

Dvorak - European String Quartet; Telemann - Flute,
Oboe, Continue
Delius - The Walk to the Paradise Garden; Chabrier Espana-Rhapsody
Brahms - Quintet in F for Piano and Strings; Beethoven
Sonata for Piano and Violin §9.
Rimsky Korsakov - Capriccio Espagnol; Strauss - Till
Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks.
Julian Bream - Evening of Elizabethian Music; Mozart
Sonata in E.
Stravinsky Conducts Favorite Short Pieces; Dvorak Symphony #2.
Heifetz and Bay - Piano and Violin; (No author known)
Dinnek music of the 191*0's.
Schubert - Symphony #9; Mozart - Symphony #1*0.
Mozart - String quintet in D Major; Pergolesi Concerto #2 in G Major.
Nocturne Hollywood Symphony Orchestra; Haydn - Paris
Symphony.
Haydn - Sonatas for Keyboard.
Tchaikovsky - Symphony ttk in F Minor; Kunz - Deutsche
Volkslieder.
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Channel 70 Program Highlights

Monday, May 26
7 p.m.

Tuesday, May 27
8:30 p.m.
9 p.m.

Wednesday, May 28
8 p.m.

Thursday, May 29
7 p.m.

8 p.m.

Friday, May 30
8 p.m.

9 p.m.

Sunday, June 1
8 p.m.

CRITIQUE: "The Misanthrope" — A new series devoted to
presentation and critical analysis of contemporary works.
"The Misanthrope," the first presentation, is a play which
recently opened on Broadway. The program includes 15
minutes of the performance followed by a critique by Emily
Genauer, Walter Kerr, and John Simon.
"Downtown Europe" — The streets and landmarks of the
various metropolitan areas throughout Europe.
"The World of Bossa Nova" — An hour-long NET presentation,
from glamorous Ipanema, birthplace of Brazil's popular
bossa nova, to the Sertao, the poor and arid northeast
plain, home of songs of social protest.
SPECTRUM: "A Talk With Harold Urey" — Examination of the
theories of Dr. Harold Urey, 193*» Nobel Prize winner, on
the origin of the solar system. Dr. Urey is one of the
pioneer researchers involved in the development of the
atomic bomb.
"Indianapolis 500" — Twelve prize-winning camera crews,
on the ground and in the air, have captured one of the
most thrilling auto races ever run — the 1966 Indianapolis
500.
NET PLAYHOUSE: "Everyman" — In this up-dated version, all
the characters in the 15th Century drama appear in modern
guise and are as recognizable to our eyes as the man down
the street.
NET JOURNAL: "A Piece of Cake" — The hard-core unemployed
is the subject of this hour-long NET program. The Westinghouse Company begins a training program in the Pittsburgh
urban ghettos.
NET FESTIVAL: "The World of James Buswell" — A young
American violinist visits Castle Hill, summer home of the
New England Conservatory of Music.
"Sounds of Summer" — Pablo Casals will be seen conducting
works by Mozart and Brahms in the first program of this
l8-week series devoted to summer festivals. Mr. Casals, who
turned 92 last December, was hailed as a virtuose cellist at
the turn of the century and as a distinguished conductor
nearly 50 years ago. Future programs will present classical,
jazz anf folk music, opera and dance.
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